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I think everyone can agree that it has been a wild year. A year full of I think everyone can agree that it has been a wild year. A year full of 
unknowns, uncertainty, and unpredictability. Between COVID and unknowns, uncertainty, and unpredictability. Between COVID and 
Missouri Western’s cuts, we weren’t sure we would ever print Missouri Western’s cuts, we weren’t sure we would ever print ReachReach  
again.again.
  
But despite everything, we pushed through. Because of our passion But despite everything, we pushed through. Because of our passion 
and perseverance, SGA was kind enough to grant us the print money, and perseverance, SGA was kind enough to grant us the print money, 
and thus the final issue of and thus the final issue of ReachReach was born.  was born. 

I am beyond proud to represent this final issue of I am beyond proud to represent this final issue of ReachReach. On the first . On the first 
day our staff met, I could tell they were a wonderful team to finish out day our staff met, I could tell they were a wonderful team to finish out 
our literary legacy. They were a wonderful mix of experienced and our literary legacy. They were a wonderful mix of experienced and 
fresh-minded. On that day, I thought I was ready to give my opening fresh-minded. On that day, I thought I was ready to give my opening 
speech to the staff. But no matter how many times I planned out my speech to the staff. But no matter how many times I planned out my 
words, I forgot it all on that first day, and I found myself tearing up as I words, I forgot it all on that first day, and I found myself tearing up as I 
announced that this would be our final issue. announced that this would be our final issue. 

But with the bitter sadness of finality came a sweet aftertaste: let’s But with the bitter sadness of finality came a sweet aftertaste: let’s 
make them miss us when we’re gone. We’re free from expectations, make them miss us when we’re gone. We’re free from expectations, 
tradition, and having to beg for funding each year. Why follow a tradition, and having to beg for funding each year. Why follow a 
template? Why not spend a little extra print money and try out new template? Why not spend a little extra print money and try out new 
designs? Why not change up our standards, our style, our brand? designs? Why not change up our standards, our style, our brand? 
With this freedom came buzzing excitement as our first batch of With this freedom came buzzing excitement as our first batch of 
submissions arrived and big ideas bounced around the table.submissions arrived and big ideas bounced around the table.

I was concerned that students wouldn’t bother submitting this year, I was concerned that students wouldn’t bother submitting this year, 
so we changed up our marketing strategies. Instead of scheduled so we changed up our marketing strategies. Instead of scheduled 
class visits, we created a video that could be shared in classes or on class visits, we created a video that could be shared in classes or on 
social media. Instead of focusing on current students, we created social media. Instead of focusing on current students, we created 
a new staff position to reach out to recent graduates and transfers. a new staff position to reach out to recent graduates and transfers. 
And instead of ignoring the elephant in the room, I decided to lean And instead of ignoring the elephant in the room, I decided to lean 
into our situation and capitalize on the raw emotion of our writers into our situation and capitalize on the raw emotion of our writers 
and artists: and artists: this is the final issue of Reach. Be sad. Be angry. Create.this is the final issue of Reach. Be sad. Be angry. Create.  

The main theme of this year was inclusivity. My goal was to give as The main theme of this year was inclusivity. My goal was to give as 
many people a chance for publication as possible. I tried to limit many people a chance for publication as possible. I tried to limit 
the number of pieces we accepted from each person to give others the number of pieces we accepted from each person to give others 
space, and we aimed for diversity of topic. This was a success. We space, and we aimed for diversity of topic. This was a success. We 

Editor's NoteEditor's Note
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published 32 contributors, and we gave a shout out to a few ad-published 32 contributors, and we gave a shout out to a few ad-
ditional alumni. This issue flows through all sorts of topics, from ditional alumni. This issue flows through all sorts of topics, from 
nature to God, grief to spiders, blue collar workers to graveyards, nature to God, grief to spiders, blue collar workers to graveyards, 
and there’s even a fun object hunt in the middle. We wanted this and there’s even a fun object hunt in the middle. We wanted this 
issue of Reach to be a tour through the minds of many voices. We issue of Reach to be a tour through the minds of many voices. We 
received submissions from people across departments, in worlds received submissions from people across departments, in worlds 
foreign to most of us English majors, and subjects that sparked foreign to most of us English majors, and subjects that sparked 
wild debates and research dives. The submissions were exciting, wild debates and research dives. The submissions were exciting, 
to say the least! to say the least! 

We thought the cover art would be a fun representation of our We thought the cover art would be a fun representation of our 
issue, between the vibrant colors and the mysterious light (which issue, between the vibrant colors and the mysterious light (which 
is open to interpretation, but I like to think is a vortex to another is open to interpretation, but I like to think is a vortex to another 
world). The night sky is a call-back to the first issue of world). The night sky is a call-back to the first issue of ReachReach after  after 
our name change from our name change from CanvasCanvas, and the converse strung over the , and the converse strung over the 
powerlines represents a meeting place. I like to think of this issue powerlines represents a meeting place. I like to think of this issue 
as a meeting place between artists and writers under the sky of a as a meeting place between artists and writers under the sky of a 
chaotic year.chaotic year.

As we brainstormed ways to give this issue a sense of finality, I As we brainstormed ways to give this issue a sense of finality, I 
created one of the things I’m most proud of in this issue: a tribute created one of the things I’m most proud of in this issue: a tribute 
to our recent past Editors-in-Chief. Towards the end of the book, to our recent past Editors-in-Chief. Towards the end of the book, 
you’ll find a section honoring the last six years of past issues and you’ll find a section honoring the last six years of past issues and 
their leaders, including a piece of work from each of them. I want their leaders, including a piece of work from each of them. I want 
to thank them for their wonderful examples, ideas, and establish-to thank them for their wonderful examples, ideas, and establish-
ment of ment of Reach’sReach’s identity.  identity. 

Most of all, I want to thank Dr. Marianne Kunkel, who is the entire Most of all, I want to thank Dr. Marianne Kunkel, who is the entire 
reason I joined staff years ago. She believed in me as a bright-eyed reason I joined staff years ago. She believed in me as a bright-eyed 
freshman, and she supported all of my ideas in this final issue, freshman, and she supported all of my ideas in this final issue, 
no matter how unconventional and wild they were. The number no matter how unconventional and wild they were. The number 
of people she has inspired, lives she has touched, and poets she of people she has inspired, lives she has touched, and poets she 
mentored could fill a stadium. mentored could fill a stadium. 

I hope this issue of I hope this issue of ReachReach is to you what it is to me: a deep release  is to you what it is to me: a deep release 
of conclusive breath. Enjoy the nostalgic photos, the fresh colorful of conclusive breath. Enjoy the nostalgic photos, the fresh colorful 
design, and powerful pieces living within. design, and powerful pieces living within. 

Sincerely,Sincerely,
Caitlin DillonCaitlin Dillon
Editor-in-ChiefEditor-in-Chief
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Lora Kroush reads at Reach for 
the Mic, a monthly event that 
took place at Mokaska, located in 
downtown St. Joseph, MO.
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While standing on the precipice While standing on the precipice 
of this midwestern creekof this midwestern creek
Rachael Eshnaur-Drenckpohl
iin my hometownn my hometown

the briny air carries a lingeringthe briny air carries a lingering

scent of seaweed decay and nostalgiascent of seaweed decay and nostalgia

where I grew upwhere I grew up

the jellyfish in children’s pails longingthe jellyfish in children’s pails longing

for release castfor release cast

rainbows of refracted lightrainbows of refracted light

in long magnificent raysin long magnificent rays

as the gulls sing their melodious tuneas the gulls sing their melodious tune

overhead keeping time with theoverhead keeping time with the

gentle waves that caress the beachgentle waves that caress the beach

as softly as a child’s whisperas softly as a child’s whisper

while an octopus clings to a moss-covered rockwhile an octopus clings to a moss-covered rock

stacked in the groinstacked in the groin

watching a jonah crab scuttle aroundwatching a jonah crab scuttle around

lazily contemplating his purposelazily contemplating his purpose
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just as the vibrant sail in the distancejust as the vibrant sail in the distance

heels the vesselheels the vessel

causing the leeward sailorscausing the leeward sailors

to whoop with delight.to whoop with delight.

sperm whales breachsperm whales breach

propelling their massive bodies skywardpropelling their massive bodies skyward

and teaching a calf the magic ways ofand teaching a calf the magic ways of

spy-hopping and lobtailingspy-hopping and lobtailing

just like the jonah crab I contemplatejust like the jonah crab I contemplate

my being heremy being here

away from everythingaway from everything

that makes my bones sing and my breath catchthat makes my bones sing and my breath catch
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Eating God          
Mariam Hess
the largest tree in the woodsthe largest tree in the woods

stands among the corpses of the lesser trees it smotheredstands among the corpses of the lesser trees it smothered

I stand beside it and press a handI stand beside it and press a hand

into the crevices of its skininto the crevices of its skin

searching for moss insidesearching for moss inside

I smell its ancient scent of growing and ask itI smell its ancient scent of growing and ask it

what did it mean to consumewhat did it mean to consume

what did it mean to leach minerals from these stoneswhat did it mean to leach minerals from these stones

and imagine it saysand imagine it says

it tastes like eating godit tastes like eating god

it tastes like taking my duesit tastes like taking my dues

for death must always pay for lifefor death must always pay for life

the smallest tree in the woodsthe smallest tree in the woods

stands beneath the behemothstands beneath the behemoth

that ate its brothers and sistersthat ate its brothers and sisters

I kneel beside it and wrap my fingersI kneel beside it and wrap my fingers

around its fragile waistaround its fragile waist
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I touch the ridge of its newest leaf and ask itI touch the ridge of its newest leaf and ask it

what does it mean to starvewhat does it mean to starve

what does it mean to strive upwards after scathing sunlightwhat does it mean to strive upwards after scathing sunlight

and imagine it saysand imagine it says

it means waiting for her leaves to weave my shroudit means waiting for her leaves to weave my shroud

it means reaching deeper, deeper until she fallsit means reaching deeper, deeper until she falls

for her death will taste like god to mefor her death will taste like god to me
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You are the poetry on my lips     
Brooklyn Lance
that I recite into the dark December nightthat I recite into the dark December night

as your ghost rises from a fog of breathas your ghost rises from a fog of breath

and disappears with the next, the minty tangand disappears with the next, the minty tang

of you still ripe on my small pink tongue.of you still ripe on my small pink tongue.

T h e  M o o n ’ s  S e c r e t  / /  N i k k i  C o l l i n s
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Wine and Flowers             

Teghan Wilson

Wine and flowersWine and flowers

Fruit’s end and beginningFruit’s end and beginning

What will become of the nectar?What will become of the nectar?

What becomes of the drink?What becomes of the drink?

Sprouting from earthSprouting from earth

To curling green branchesTo curling green branches

Tipping leaves, gracing boughsTipping leaves, gracing boughs

Blooming beautyBlooming beauty

Shall they be plucked from their place?Shall they be plucked from their place?

Sought after serenitySought after serenity

Brought in from the sunlightBrought in from the sunlight

Or should they be left alone?Or should they be left alone?

The flowers may fall, but turn autumnThe flowers may fall, but turn autumn

The fruit may prove worthwhileThe fruit may prove worthwhile

When left to grow untouchedWhen left to grow untouched

Creates a beautiful, labored artworkCreates a beautiful, labored artwork

Consuming the masterpieceConsuming the masterpiece

Of Light-eater’s laborOf Light-eater’s labor

In forms countlessIn forms countless

And method unimaginableAnd method unimaginable
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Left to dry, left to sourLeft to dry, left to sour

In barrel or glassIn barrel or glass

And become merriment incarnateAnd become merriment incarnate

For the cultivators themselvesFor the cultivators themselves

Wine and flowersWine and flowers

Fruit’s end and beginningFruit’s end and beginning

What will become of the nectar?What will become of the nectar?

What becomes of the drink?What becomes of the drink?
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S u n r i s e  L i g h t  / /  J o h n a t h a n  L o e s c h
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Enough         

Summer Kenney
  
 When I wake up in the morning, I cannot see the sun shining his  When I wake up in the morning, I cannot see the sun shining his 
warm gold through my window, but only the cold grey of cinder blocks from warm gold through my window, but only the cold grey of cinder blocks from 
the apartments next door. When I get dressed, it is not in bright colors with the apartments next door. When I get dressed, it is not in bright colors with 
silver thread, but the same worn sari I have tucked around my hips for the silver thread, but the same worn sari I have tucked around my hips for the 
last three years. I eat my breakfast quickly, uncomfortable under the weight last three years. I eat my breakfast quickly, uncomfortable under the weight 
of my mother’s oppressive silence.of my mother’s oppressive silence.
 I begin my walk to the darjee kee dukaan. The first day I felt fear, I was  I begin my walk to the darjee kee dukaan. The first day I felt fear, I was 
13 years old, and I remember the roadways seemed massive and menacing. 13 years old, and I remember the roadways seemed massive and menacing. 
When I was 15, I began to feel despair, and the roads seemed narrow and When I was 15, I began to feel despair, and the roads seemed narrow and 
choking. Now, I do not feel, and the roads I walk just kind of pass in a blur choking. Now, I do not feel, and the roads I walk just kind of pass in a blur 
under my feet.under my feet.
 As I arrive, the night shift is just leaving. As I arrive, the night shift is just leaving.
 “Namaste,” we say and nod as we pass. I stop and crouch down to  “Namaste,” we say and nod as we pass. I stop and crouch down to 
help an elderly woman who has dropped her bag, the contents scattered on help an elderly woman who has dropped her bag, the contents scattered on 
the dirt: wire-rimmed glasses, a bottle of acetaminophen, a banana peel—the dirt: wire-rimmed glasses, a bottle of acetaminophen, a banana peel—
pieces of a life that we share. As I hand the items back to her, I take her hand pieces of a life that we share. As I hand the items back to her, I take her hand 
and smile. It is only a smile, but I hope it helps. and smile. It is only a smile, but I hope it helps. 
 My work desk is grey, and my sewing machine is a smudged white.  My work desk is grey, and my sewing machine is a smudged white. 
I do not enjoy the work, but I am thankful. The day goes quickly; the hum I do not enjoy the work, but I am thankful. The day goes quickly; the hum 
of the machines and the soft chatter flows around me like a breeze. I pray of the machines and the soft chatter flows around me like a breeze. I pray 
and think and sometimes even dream. We work for 12 hours and halfway and think and sometimes even dream. We work for 12 hours and halfway 
through we get 30 minutes to eat our meal. I find a spot in the shade and through we get 30 minutes to eat our meal. I find a spot in the shade and 
eat quickly so I can rest my eyes before the whistle blows.eat quickly so I can rest my eyes before the whistle blows.
 When I return to my desk, I notice something odd. Tucked under the  When I return to my desk, I notice something odd. Tucked under the 
left corner of my machine I see a carefully folded piece of paper. I open it.left corner of my machine I see a carefully folded piece of paper. I open it.

  Namaste,Namaste,
 My name is Pavan. I sit behind you in the third row. I am the one with  My name is Pavan. I sit behind you in the third row. I am the one with 
legs so long they do not fit under my desk. Today, I saw you stop to help that legs so long they do not fit under my desk. Today, I saw you stop to help that 
woman when no one else did. I thought that was very kind. I do not want woman when no one else did. I thought that was very kind. I do not want 
to make you feel uncomfortable, but I believe that kindness should not go to make you feel uncomfortable, but I believe that kindness should not go 
unnoticed. If you feel inclined, I would love to know your name. unnoticed. If you feel inclined, I would love to know your name. 
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 Pavan Pavan
 My ears burn red and without thinking I spin in my chair. I meet his  My ears burn red and without thinking I spin in my chair. I meet his 
eyes two rows back and he smiles at me. I gasp and turn back. His smile eyes two rows back and he smiles at me. I gasp and turn back. His smile 
awakens something, and I feel an uncurling low in my stomach. My heart awakens something, and I feel an uncurling low in my stomach. My heart 
keeps thudding until the shift ends. Tonight, I do not walk home; I run.keeps thudding until the shift ends. Tonight, I do not walk home; I run.

  Namaste,Namaste,
 Thank you for the kind letter. My name is Preeti. Thank you for the kind letter. My name is Preeti.

 That is all I can muster the courage to write. I fold it as though the  That is all I can muster the courage to write. I fold it as though the 
paper is made of silk and lay it carefully on his table, tucked under a scrap paper is made of silk and lay it carefully on his table, tucked under a scrap 
of cloth. When I return from break, I pick up his reply. Opening it feels like of cloth. When I return from break, I pick up his reply. Opening it feels like 
unwrapping a gift.unwrapping a gift.

  Preeti,Preeti,
 What a beautiful name. Thank you for sharing it with me. Do you en- What a beautiful name. Thank you for sharing it with me. Do you en-
joy listening to music? What kind of music do you enjoy the most?joy listening to music? What kind of music do you enjoy the most?
 Pavan Pavan

 I respond with my favorite songs and then he tells me his. Every  I respond with my favorite songs and then he tells me his. Every 
morning there is a note under my sewing machine and for the first time in morning there is a note under my sewing machine and for the first time in 
my life, I feel excited to wake up in the morning. Today the note says,my life, I feel excited to wake up in the morning. Today the note says,

  Did you notice the moon last night? It was nearly full and very bright.Did you notice the moon last night? It was nearly full and very bright.

 So, tonight, I look up and see the moon, but I don’t merely see, I  So, tonight, I look up and see the moon, but I don’t merely see, I 
become entranced with her. Tonight, the words pour out of me from a deep become entranced with her. Tonight, the words pour out of me from a deep 
place, a place I did not know I had.place, a place I did not know I had.
  
  Pavan,Pavan,
 I saw the moon tonight. She was full like a woman with child, glowing  I saw the moon tonight. She was full like a woman with child, glowing 
and and stately. I watched her turn from the color of freshly churned butter to a stately. I watched her turn from the color of freshly churned butter to a 
calm silver as she rose into the sky. I did not want to sleep and stayed awake calm silver as she rose into the sky. I did not want to sleep and stayed awake 
long into the night sitting in her presence. I had forgotten about the moon long into the night sitting in her presence. I had forgotten about the moon 
until you reminded me, and I thank you. It was a beautiful gift.until you reminded me, and I thank you. It was a beautiful gift.

Enough
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 Preeti, Preeti,

 I think you are beautiful in the same way the moon is beautiful. Not  I think you are beautiful in the same way the moon is beautiful. Not 
in a demanding way, but in a quiet and peace-filled way. In the gentle slope in a demanding way, but in a quiet and peace-filled way. In the gentle slope 
of your shoulders, in your kindness, and in the intelligence of your words. of your shoulders, in your kindness, and in the intelligence of your words. 
I know it is forward of me to say so, but I have thought it for a long time. I know it is forward of me to say so, but I have thought it for a long time. 
Would you consider walking with me? Tonight, after our shift? I would love Would you consider walking with me? Tonight, after our shift? I would love 
to speak with you in person.to speak with you in person.

 I read the words once, but it is not enough, so I read them again, and  I read the words once, but it is not enough, so I read them again, and 
then again. I glance over my shoulder and see Pavan blush, which makes then again. I glance over my shoulder and see Pavan blush, which makes 
me blush in return.me blush in return.

  Yes.Yes.

 I write only the one word in reply and leave my desk to give it to him.  I write only the one word in reply and leave my desk to give it to him. 
It is bold and makes my stomach flip.It is bold and makes my stomach flip.
 We walk inconspicuously side by side through the busy streets. We  We walk inconspicuously side by side through the busy streets. We 
are not a handsome couple, and no one takes note of us. We are plain Dalit are not a handsome couple, and no one takes note of us. We are plain Dalit 
people walking plain dirt roads. But inside I glow. No one can see, but there people walking plain dirt roads. But inside I glow. No one can see, but there 
is magic like a cloud hovering between us. It makes me forget my backache is magic like a cloud hovering between us. It makes me forget my backache 
and I feel important. I smile and he smiles too.and I feel important. I smile and he smiles too.

Enough
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Grief        

Brooklyn Lance

A wood thrush is perched in a birch, A wood thrush is perched in a birch, 

huddled against a wintry rush of wind,huddled against a wintry rush of wind,

its glossy feathers unstirred.its glossy feathers unstirred.

The thrush’s dark marble eyes catchThe thrush’s dark marble eyes catch

every frozen bush, crumpled leaf, and spectral tree—every frozen bush, crumpled leaf, and spectral tree—

Look. The thrush dives to the ground Look. The thrush dives to the ground 

and returns with twigs trapped in its beak.and returns with twigs trapped in its beak.

Over and over, the thrush snatches twigs and leavesOver and over, the thrush snatches twigs and leaves

in this ancient ritual of loss and survivalin this ancient ritual of loss and survival

while its keening trills fill the stillnesswhile its keening trills fill the stillness

left by a nest void of eggs.left by a nest void of eggs.

The thrush burrows deep and makes itself at home.The thrush burrows deep and makes itself at home.
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The Arroyo
Cameron Rogers
It lies in wait beyond the bend of the next street over, hidden beneath It lies in wait beyond the bend of the next street over, hidden beneath 
the scrub and windswept dunes. The ristras on the empty adobe hous-the scrub and windswept dunes. The ristras on the empty adobe hous-
es sing it a chittering lullaby as hot desert breezes scrape them across es sing it a chittering lullaby as hot desert breezes scrape them across 
the sun-bleached stone.the sun-bleached stone.

When it storms, the slumbering arroyo wakes, its waters rushing over When it storms, the slumbering arroyo wakes, its waters rushing over 
the sun-scoured desert in a deluge of fury. It rips scars through the the sun-scoured desert in a deluge of fury. It rips scars through the 
sand and clay and sweeps away all who dare defy it.sand and clay and sweeps away all who dare defy it.

When you walk the bare beds of the arroyos, the dust coating your When you walk the bare beds of the arroyos, the dust coating your 
shoes as a symbol of reclamation, be respectful of the small insects, shoes as a symbol of reclamation, be respectful of the small insects, 
birds, and animal people who accompany you. Ask their forgiveness, for birds, and animal people who accompany you. Ask their forgiveness, for 
when the arroyo rises and finds you in its path, it will show you no mercy.when the arroyo rises and finds you in its path, it will show you no mercy.

S t i c k e r  / /  D a n a  E p l e t t
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killdeer north    

Lory Lacy
saw blades of resolute crabgrasssaw blades of resolute crabgrass
grew crystalline teethgrew crystalline teeth
along the ragged sun raysalong the ragged sun rays
exploding in the dirtexploding in the dirt
interruptedinterrupted
by globs of cloverby globs of clover
frozen into small bowlsfrozen into small bowls
amidst the  samidst the  s
                      p           a                      p           a
                            r                                           r               
                                             y                                             y

coldcold
claws panesclaws panes
of dirty glassof dirty glass
into a creeping frameinto a creeping frame
as geese cas geese c
                   r       s                   r       s
                         a                            a   
                                  h                                  h

into the soft of the pondinto the soft of the pond
carving chaos into the water topcarving chaos into the water top

a lone killdeera lone killdeer
curtsies aroundcurtsies around
the motethe mote
of the lastof the last
green grassgreen grass
without a carewithout a care
that it isn’t springthat it isn’t spring
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T a n n e r   / /  C h l o e  O y l e r
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Misumena Cura: 
The Goldenrod Crab Spider      

Chastity McCourt
She spins her translucent web between an unsuspecting dandelion,She spins her translucent web between an unsuspecting dandelion,

entertaining her delicate petals between her egg clutch,entertaining her delicate petals between her egg clutch,

enticing her prey between her banana-colored legs,enticing her prey between her banana-colored legs,

color-changing camouflage like red lipstick between an unpaved face.color-changing camouflage like red lipstick between an unpaved face.

She is a hunter; between bees and wasp, only the biggest will do.She is a hunter; between bees and wasp, only the biggest will do.

She is effortless between her earthly life, sacrificial by nature,She is effortless between her earthly life, sacrificial by nature,

lingering between protecting her offspring and her demise,lingering between protecting her offspring and her demise,

obedient between natural fate and her own need to survive,obedient between natural fate and her own need to survive,

robbed of beauty and grace between a clock’s ticking time.robbed of beauty and grace between a clock’s ticking time.

Don’t worry; between delicacy and death, she will be fine.Don’t worry; between delicacy and death, she will be fine.
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Senescence           

Elizabeth Comella
 Imagine a little girl. She’s tall for her age, but not that tall. She’s inquis- Imagine a little girl. She’s tall for her age, but not that tall. She’s inquis-
itive. She scares her dad when she plucks a wasp from the air to take a closer itive. She scares her dad when she plucks a wasp from the air to take a closer 
look. She’s pudgy, gawky, and wire glasses make her eyes look buggy, but it look. She’s pudgy, gawky, and wire glasses make her eyes look buggy, but it 
would be rude to tell her that. She’ll grow out of it, right? This describes an would be rude to tell her that. She’ll grow out of it, right? This describes an 
average child and is largely inconsequential. What’s important is that she average child and is largely inconsequential. What’s important is that she 
has been having seizures for months now. She just doesn’t know it yet.has been having seizures for months now. She just doesn’t know it yet.

**
 I’m playing with Barbies alone in my bedroom when the room starts  I’m playing with Barbies alone in my bedroom when the room starts 
distorting. I see lights that strobe and skitter against my pale yellow walls. distorting. I see lights that strobe and skitter against my pale yellow walls. 
This doesn’t concern me. I sit there and keep playing. This has been hap-This doesn’t concern me. I sit there and keep playing. This has been hap-
pening multiple times a day for a while now. I’m not afraid. pening multiple times a day for a while now. I’m not afraid. 
 When I was six, I got to stay up all night. Mom called the school to tell  When I was six, I got to stay up all night. Mom called the school to tell 
them I wouldn’t be coming in the next day, and you would have thought I won them I wouldn’t be coming in the next day, and you would have thought I won 
the lottery. I got to go to Kansas City while my friends had to stay in boring the lottery. I got to go to Kansas City while my friends had to stay in boring 
St. Joseph. Lucky me. St. Joseph. Lucky me. 

**
 HeLa cells were the first of their kind. Unlike a natural cell that can  HeLa cells were the first of their kind. Unlike a natural cell that can 
only divide so many times, HeLa cells can divide infinitely. This unique quali-only divide so many times, HeLa cells can divide infinitely. This unique quali-
ty makes them “immortal” and therefore incredibly valuable. Their immortal-ty makes them “immortal” and therefore incredibly valuable. Their immortal-
ity is due to their malignant nature; they are a particularly nasty form of cer-ity is due to their malignant nature; they are a particularly nasty form of cer-
vical cancer cells. They’re misshapen and, under cell-staining, appear like vical cancer cells. They’re misshapen and, under cell-staining, appear like 
purple jewels. Scientists have been growing these bad boys since the early purple jewels. Scientists have been growing these bad boys since the early 
1950s when the first sample was inspected and found that they divide like 1950s when the first sample was inspected and found that they divide like 
no normal cell. Once the immortal nature of the HeLa cell line was realized, no normal cell. Once the immortal nature of the HeLa cell line was realized, 
they started being grown en masse and now are the most common form of they started being grown en masse and now are the most common form of 
cells being used in labs worldwide. (I’ve even experimented with HeLa cells cells being used in labs worldwide. (I’ve even experimented with HeLa cells 
before.) before.) 
 The contribution HeLa cells have made to our understanding of  The contribution HeLa cells have made to our understanding of 
human biology is incalculable. They allowed for the first polio vaccine to be human biology is incalculable. They allowed for the first polio vaccine to be 
researched and created. They’ve helped us uncover some of the mysteries researched and created. They’ve helped us uncover some of the mysteries 
hiding in our bodies. They’re an essential aspect of cancer research. We hiding in our bodies. They’re an essential aspect of cancer research. We 
should be thankful these cells are so easy to grow.should be thankful these cells are so easy to grow.
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 But where, you might ask, did the scientists find these incredible  But where, you might ask, did the scientists find these incredible 
cells?cells?
 There was a woman named Henrietta Lacks. She lived a hard life. She  There was a woman named Henrietta Lacks. She lived a hard life. She 
was Black, held down by a system that was built to see her fail. Her mother was Black, held down by a system that was built to see her fail. Her mother 
died when she was young, and she was sent to live with her grandparents. died when she was young, and she was sent to live with her grandparents. 
She lived in rooms that were formerly slave quarters owned by her white She lived in rooms that were formerly slave quarters owned by her white 
great-grandparents. (Her great-grandfather was a slave owner, and her great-grandparents. (Her great-grandfather was a slave owner, and her 
mother was a slave.) Henrietta got married in 1941 and had five children. The mother was a slave.) Henrietta got married in 1941 and had five children. The 
last child was born in 1950. Four months later, Henrietta would receive the last child was born in 1950. Four months later, Henrietta would receive the 
worst news of her life. worst news of her life. 
She had cervical cancer.She had cervical cancer.

**
 As a young girl, I was fascinated with predators. The alligator and  As a young girl, I was fascinated with predators. The alligator and 
shark exhibits in the zoo or the occasional Animal Planet TV special never shark exhibits in the zoo or the occasional Animal Planet TV special never 
failed to garner my astonishment and fear. Maybe that’s why I always paid failed to garner my astonishment and fear. Maybe that’s why I always paid 
attention during Mass when Father talked about the Devil. attention during Mass when Father talked about the Devil. 
 The 40 days in the desert or the story of Job were the best parts of  The 40 days in the desert or the story of Job were the best parts of 
the Bible. I liked the idea of some cosmic struggle filled with righteous pur-the Bible. I liked the idea of some cosmic struggle filled with righteous pur-
pose happening all around me. I liked the idea of being too hardy and sly to pose happening all around me. I liked the idea of being too hardy and sly to 
fall prey to the Devil. It made me feel like a heroine in my very own adventure fall prey to the Devil. It made me feel like a heroine in my very own adventure 
novel. Just like the ones Dad would read to me.novel. Just like the ones Dad would read to me.

**
 When I was six, I thought staying up all night would be easy. After all,  When I was six, I thought staying up all night would be easy. After all, 
my dad did it every night when he went to work at the post office sorting my dad did it every night when he went to work at the post office sorting 
plant. plant. 
The night started out fun. I got to go to my Nana’s in Kansas City with my The night started out fun. I got to go to my Nana’s in Kansas City with my 
mom and watch movies. They even bought me cotton candy, which was mom and watch movies. They even bought me cotton candy, which was 
more valuable than gold, as it generally is with six-year-olds. more valuable than gold, as it generally is with six-year-olds. 
 The whole experience shifted when 11 p.m. hit, far past my 8:30 p.m.  The whole experience shifted when 11 p.m. hit, far past my 8:30 p.m. 
bedtime. I was fading fast by midnight, but my mom kept shaking me awake. bedtime. I was fading fast by midnight, but my mom kept shaking me awake. 
This was not fun anymore. I was finally allowed to sleep for about two hours This was not fun anymore. I was finally allowed to sleep for about two hours 
around 1 a.m. I thought this was a mercy, but when I was forced to wake up, I around 1 a.m. I thought this was a mercy, but when I was forced to wake up, I 
quickly found that the reprieve was just meant to exhaust me more. I didn’t quickly found that the reprieve was just meant to exhaust me more. I didn’t 
understand why my mom and Nana got to take shifts sleeping throughout understand why my mom and Nana got to take shifts sleeping throughout 
the night, while I had to be up for (almost) every minute of it.the night, while I had to be up for (almost) every minute of it.

**
 Henrietta Lacks had been experiencing serious internal hemorrhag- Henrietta Lacks had been experiencing serious internal hemorrhag-
ing and was referred to the only hospital in the area that would take Black ing and was referred to the only hospital in the area that would take Black 

Senescence
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people in the 1950s, which was John Hopkins. When results for the biopsy people in the 1950s, which was John Hopkins. When results for the biopsy 
came back, she was given the terminal diagnosis of malignant epidermoid came back, she was given the terminal diagnosis of malignant epidermoid 
carcinoma. carcinoma. 
 The hospital would become a familiar place to her for the rest of her  The hospital would become a familiar place to her for the rest of her 
short life.short life.
 During the slew of tests and treatments, something happened which  During the slew of tests and treatments, something happened which 
would ensure that Henrietta would stretch on into eternity. Two samples would ensure that Henrietta would stretch on into eternity. Two samples 
were taken from her without her knowledge and sent to a man who was were taken from her without her knowledge and sent to a man who was 
using human cells in his cancer research. His lab assistant would label the using human cells in his cancer research. His lab assistant would label the 
sample sent from John Hopkins Hospital “HeLa,” as was standard procedure sample sent from John Hopkins Hospital “HeLa,” as was standard procedure 
at the time. When that researcher realized that the HeLa sample grew like a at the time. When that researcher realized that the HeLa sample grew like a 
weed, he termed the sample “immortal.”weed, he termed the sample “immortal.”
 Henrietta died bloody and slow; however, in some form, she also lives  Henrietta died bloody and slow; however, in some form, she also lives 
forever as the cancer cells that were her demise. The number of HeLa cells forever as the cancer cells that were her demise. The number of HeLa cells 
grown today throughout the world more than exceeds the number of living grown today throughout the world more than exceeds the number of living 
cells that were ever in Henrietta’s body. Fifty million metric tons of HeLa cells cells that were ever in Henrietta’s body. Fifty million metric tons of HeLa cells 
have been grown in culture. She is more HeLa than she was ever Henrietta.have been grown in culture. She is more HeLa than she was ever Henrietta.

**
 The nightlight in my room cast bodies into silhouettes. Whenever my  The nightlight in my room cast bodies into silhouettes. Whenever my 
parents would check up on me at night, they would slowly and quietly open parents would check up on me at night, they would slowly and quietly open 
the door. There had be a moment where all I saw in the doorway was a black the door. There had be a moment where all I saw in the doorway was a black 
figure, and I would wonder if it was really my mom. The night has a way of figure, and I would wonder if it was really my mom. The night has a way of 
making you think you are alone. making you think you are alone. 
 I hated the dark when I was young, and if I’m being truthful with you, I  I hated the dark when I was young, and if I’m being truthful with you, I 
hate it just as much now. I will admit that sometimes I might “forget” to turn hate it just as much now. I will admit that sometimes I might “forget” to turn 
off my bedside lamp before falling asleep. It’s hard to shake old habits. What off my bedside lamp before falling asleep. It’s hard to shake old habits. What 
can I say? I remember many occasions where I would wake up to strange can I say? I remember many occasions where I would wake up to strange 
noises, or maybe a shape, that did not belong in the dark of my room. noises, or maybe a shape, that did not belong in the dark of my room. 
Whether what I saw was real or not did not matter. My heart would be racing, Whether what I saw was real or not did not matter. My heart would be racing, 
and I would be alone in bed all the same. My parents’ bedroom was in the and I would be alone in bed all the same. My parents’ bedroom was in the 
unfinished basement, a whole floor and a dark set of stairs away. Nobody was unfinished basement, a whole floor and a dark set of stairs away. Nobody was 
going to come to my rescue. going to come to my rescue. 
 I never hid under the covers when I was scared. I watched too much  I never hid under the covers when I was scared. I watched too much 
Animal Planet, I guess. I knew better. A lion is not stopped from mauling a Animal Planet, I guess. I knew better. A lion is not stopped from mauling a 
zebra just because the lion catches it off-guard. So when I woke up afraid zebra just because the lion catches it off-guard. So when I woke up afraid 
and isolated, I wanted my door open, the hallway light on, and—if I was really and isolated, I wanted my door open, the hallway light on, and—if I was really 
scared—I’d sit up in my bed, ready to spring. The zebra that lives to see scared—I’d sit up in my bed, ready to spring. The zebra that lives to see 
another day is the one that outruns and outwits the powerful lion. The dark another day is the one that outruns and outwits the powerful lion. The dark 
only housed uncertainty and provided a hiding place for my personal preda-only housed uncertainty and provided a hiding place for my personal preda-
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tors, who were ready to grab me if I slipped.tors, who were ready to grab me if I slipped.
**

 There’s that sweet spot in the late night/early morning that wipes  There’s that sweet spot in the late night/early morning that wipes 
away exhaustion and leaves the world tinted rosy. It’s probably the circadian away exhaustion and leaves the world tinted rosy. It’s probably the circadian 
rhythm trying to make sense of the absolute wrong you just committed by rhythm trying to make sense of the absolute wrong you just committed by 
forcing your body to be cognizant for 24 hours. I had never seen the early forcing your body to be cognizant for 24 hours. I had never seen the early 
morning twilight before. I had never experienced that strange stillness that morning twilight before. I had never experienced that strange stillness that 
only 5:30 a.m. could bring. only 5:30 a.m. could bring. 
 We showered, got ready for the day ahead, and left the house around  We showered, got ready for the day ahead, and left the house around 
7 a.m. The car ride to the doctor’s office was miserable. I was getting tired 7 a.m. The car ride to the doctor’s office was miserable. I was getting tired 
again. It was the kind of tired where you feel nauseated, like your head again. It was the kind of tired where you feel nauseated, like your head 
weighs about 10 billion pounds. There was a light at the end of the tunnel, weighs about 10 billion pounds. There was a light at the end of the tunnel, 
though: my mom promised that I would get to fall asleep for as long as I though: my mom promised that I would get to fall asleep for as long as I 
wanted soon. wanted soon. 
 The car ride was bad, but waiting in that Children’s Mercy waiting  The car ride was bad, but waiting in that Children’s Mercy waiting 
room was even worse. This was before public Wi-Fi or smartphones were room was even worse. This was before public Wi-Fi or smartphones were 
common. This was in the hellscape of 2004, when low-rise bootcut jeans common. This was in the hellscape of 2004, when low-rise bootcut jeans 
and shitty pop-country music was king, back when electroencephalograms and shitty pop-country music was king, back when electroencephalograms 
(EEG) were long, involved processes that needed the subject completely (EEG) were long, involved processes that needed the subject completely 
still. And obviously no child is going to sit still for that period of time. still. And obviously no child is going to sit still for that period of time. 
 Back in the waiting room, I was stuck in an uncomfortable chair sur- Back in the waiting room, I was stuck in an uncomfortable chair sur-
rounded by bland tan walls and the drone of some boring adult talk show on rounded by bland tan walls and the drone of some boring adult talk show on 
the TV overhead. The only thing to keep me awake was the children’s activity the TV overhead. The only thing to keep me awake was the children’s activity 
book, but some animal had ruined it by circling all the objects in the search-book, but some animal had ruined it by circling all the objects in the search-
and-find with pen. After an eternity that was probably only 15 minutes, I was and-find with pen. After an eternity that was probably only 15 minutes, I was 
called back and allowed to lie down so they could begin the EEG. called back and allowed to lie down so they could begin the EEG. 
 Finally, I could sleep. Finally, I could sleep.

**
 Henrietta Lacks never knew that samples of her tissue were ever tak- Henrietta Lacks never knew that samples of her tissue were ever tak-
en, much less that a thriving industry and thousands of patents and life-al-en, much less that a thriving industry and thousands of patents and life-al-
tering discoveries would be made because of her. She fell prey to her own tering discoveries would be made because of her. She fell prey to her own 
predator before she could ever begin to know what was to come. I don’t know predator before she could ever begin to know what was to come. I don’t know 
if that was a mercy, or the greatest disservice ever done to her. if that was a mercy, or the greatest disservice ever done to her. 
 Her family didn’t know it happened until the 1970s when scientists  Her family didn’t know it happened until the 1970s when scientists 
started harassing them for blood samples. The family fruitlessly struggled to started harassing them for blood samples. The family fruitlessly struggled to 
gain any privacy or control over the use of the HeLa cell line. They ultimately gain any privacy or control over the use of the HeLa cell line. They ultimately 
failed. Henrietta continues to live in a half state, both alive and unalive. Is it failed. Henrietta continues to live in a half state, both alive and unalive. Is it 
Henrietta or HeLa?Henrietta or HeLa?

**
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 Life throws curve balls that impact like dinosaur-killing meteors. I  Life throws curve balls that impact like dinosaur-killing meteors. I 
know a lot about that. I went through a brief but extremely intense dinosaur know a lot about that. I went through a brief but extremely intense dinosaur 
phase where I soaked up as much dino-knowledge as possible. They are phase where I soaked up as much dino-knowledge as possible. They are 
the grandest of all carnivores to ever exist. Velociraptors were just wolves on the grandest of all carnivores to ever exist. Velociraptors were just wolves on 
steroids, let’s be honest. I was also familiar with the concept of unexpected steroids, let’s be honest. I was also familiar with the concept of unexpected 
mass impact events. I knew of the tenacity of life, and how the mighty are not mass impact events. I knew of the tenacity of life, and how the mighty are not 
the most likely to survive. No, that goes to the most adaptive, the most will-the most likely to survive. No, that goes to the most adaptive, the most will-
ing to sacrifice for a chance at living. ing to sacrifice for a chance at living. 
 I’m still interested in predators now that I am in my twenties. They are  I’m still interested in predators now that I am in my twenties. They are 
just a different kind. I study the predators of biology, the pathologies found just a different kind. I study the predators of biology, the pathologies found 
within our most vulnerable place, our body. within our most vulnerable place, our body. 

**
  I wake up in a hospital bed after a very rejuvenating sleep to about   I wake up in a hospital bed after a very rejuvenating sleep to about 
50 electrodes strapped to my head and some very gruff med techs telling 50 electrodes strapped to my head and some very gruff med techs telling 
me that I’m good to get off the table now. To my family, this was the test that me that I’m good to get off the table now. To my family, this was the test that 
would show I was having grand mal seizures at an alarming frequency, and would show I was having grand mal seizures at an alarming frequency, and 
that I most definitely had epilepsy. To me, this was just a strange, but not that I most definitely had epilepsy. To me, this was just a strange, but not 
necessarily worrying, trip to the doctor’s. I remember the breakfast we had necessarily worrying, trip to the doctor’s. I remember the breakfast we had 
at IHOP after more than the actual doctor’s visit itself. To be fair, I was asleep at IHOP after more than the actual doctor’s visit itself. To be fair, I was asleep 
for most of it; I also wasn’t kidding about being a chubby kid.for most of it; I also wasn’t kidding about being a chubby kid.
 But my life changed after the diagnosis. That I remember clearly. The  But my life changed after the diagnosis. That I remember clearly. The 
neurologist visits are still crisp enough that I can almost sit in the office and neurologist visits are still crisp enough that I can almost sit in the office and 
see the scenes play out; the bitter chalky taste of the pill I had to take every see the scenes play out; the bitter chalky taste of the pill I had to take every 
day still lingers in my mouth. The fear that it would only get worse with age day still lingers in my mouth. The fear that it would only get worse with age 
still makes me ache. still makes me ache. 
 But I grew out of my epilepsy once puberty hit, and I was assured it  But I grew out of my epilepsy once puberty hit, and I was assured it 
(probably) wouldn’t come back. Now the tremors in my hands are the only (probably) wouldn’t come back. Now the tremors in my hands are the only 
reminder that it was ever there in the first place, a reminder that there are reminder that it was ever there in the first place, a reminder that there are 
things that bite without any warning, things that slink by, unseen. I am always things that bite without any warning, things that slink by, unseen. I am always 
ready, though, because I never know when the trap will spring and I’ll have to ready, though, because I never know when the trap will spring and I’ll have to 
run.run.
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In Bed, Trying To 
Smile Alone      

Sheldon Smith
Under thick, black sheets,Under thick, black sheets,

she licks static batteriesshe licks static batteries

to recharge her smile.to recharge her smile.
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Opportunity CostOpportunity Cost  

Adrian DodsonAdrian Dodson
 “Tim, what the hell is going on?” “Tim, what the hell is going on?”
 “Tim?”  “Tim?” 
 “Tim!” “Tim!”
 “Earth to Timothy Hume!” “Earth to Timothy Hume!”
 The deep voice blared into Tim’s ears just as he was entering  The deep voice blared into Tim’s ears just as he was entering 
melatonin land. He opened his eyes. He was standing in the kitchen in melatonin land. He opened his eyes. He was standing in the kitchen in 
front of the grill. Or rather front of the grill. Or rather leaningleaning in front of the grill. His head was lulled  in front of the grill. His head was lulled 
against the wall, his hair almost brushing the ceiling. Peeling himself off against the wall, his hair almost brushing the ceiling. Peeling himself off 
the pink brick, he wiped his hand on his cheek and got a handful of saliva the pink brick, he wiped his hand on his cheek and got a handful of saliva 
for it. for it. How long was I out?How long was I out?
 “Tim!” “Tim!”
 His boss was by his side, his eye glaring up at him out from an  His boss was by his side, his eye glaring up at him out from an 
egg-like head.egg-like head.
 “Sorry, Boss. Guess I just about keeled over.” “Sorry, Boss. Guess I just about keeled over.”
 “What kind of sleep are you getting back home?” “What kind of sleep are you getting back home?”
 “I’ll tell you when I get some.” Tim shook his head. “Anyway, nothing  “I’ll tell you when I get some.” Tim shook his head. “Anyway, nothing 
got burned, right?”got burned, right?”
 Jon surveyed the pan. “More crisp than normal, but Simon likes  Jon surveyed the pan. “More crisp than normal, but Simon likes 
’em that way.” He moved the pan off the heater.’em that way.” He moved the pan off the heater.
 “Now tell me. What’s keepin ya up?” “Now tell me. What’s keepin ya up?”
 Tim sighed. “The neighbors and their dog.” Tim sighed. “The neighbors and their dog.”
 “They still making noise?” “They still making noise?”
 Tim shifted his eyes to the pan. “Something like that.” Tim shifted his eyes to the pan. “Something like that.”
 Jon shook his head. “Honestly, Tim, you oughta move out of there.” Jon shook his head. “Honestly, Tim, you oughta move out of there.”
 Tim just laughed. “I would if I could. It’s the only place I can afford.  Tim just laughed. “I would if I could. It’s the only place I can afford. 
But I have been thinking about moving. Not just out of there, but out of But I have been thinking about moving. Not just out of there, but out of 
here.here.””
 Jon just stood there a minute, staring up and letting the air move  Jon just stood there a minute, staring up and letting the air move 
in and out of his nostrils. Finally, he spoke.in and out of his nostrils. Finally, he spoke.
 “That a two-week notice?” “That a two-week notice?”
 “No. No!” Tim waved his hands. “Not at all. It’s just...” “No. No!” Tim waved his hands. “Not at all. It’s just...”
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  No point lying about it now.No point lying about it now.
 “Remember when I came here? I said I was planning to get some  “Remember when I came here? I said I was planning to get some 
experience here while I trained at the culinary art school up on St. George’s experience here while I trained at the culinary art school up on St. George’s 
Boulevard?”Boulevard?”
 “Yeah?” “Yeah?”
 “Well...I’ve sent an application every semester for the past two years.  “Well...I’ve sent an application every semester for the past two years. 
Every one came back with a letter saying, ‘We’re sorry, but...’ and ‘Well...’” Every one came back with a letter saying, ‘We’re sorry, but...’ and ‘Well...’” 
 He tugged his apron. He tugged his apron.
 “I get it,” Jon said. “I get it,” Jon said.
 “By the way, see that envelope?” Tim gestured to the manila folder at  “By the way, see that envelope?” Tim gestured to the manila folder at 
the back table. “I picked it up on the way here. Figure I’ll open it after work. the back table. “I picked it up on the way here. Figure I’ll open it after work. 
I’m pretty sure it’s ‘We’re sorry’ number 5.”I’m pretty sure it’s ‘We’re sorry’ number 5.”
 Jon waved a hand. “Just do me a favor and let me know when you’re  Jon waved a hand. “Just do me a favor and let me know when you’re 
cutting out so I can find a replacement.”cutting out so I can find a replacement.”
 Now Jon was looking around. His eye drifted to the pan. Now Jon was looking around. His eye drifted to the pan.
 “Get that bacon on some bread and take it over.” “Get that bacon on some bread and take it over.”
 “Wait, I’m behind the grill. You serve the customers.” “Wait, I’m behind the grill. You serve the customers.”
 “And spiders eat flies.” Jon made for the door. “But I already closed  “And spiders eat flies.” Jon made for the door. “But I already closed 
for tonight. You can bring them their food. Then you’re done for today.” for tonight. You can bring them their food. Then you’re done for today.” 
 “You closed already? You never close early.” “You closed already? You never close early.”
 Jon didn’t even look back. “I am today.” Jon didn’t even look back. “I am today.”
 “Why?” “Why?”
 Jon’s hand was at the doorknob. He didn’t pull it. For a moment, the  Jon’s hand was at the doorknob. He didn’t pull it. For a moment, the 
only noise was the vent in the background. Finally, he spoke. only noise was the vent in the background. Finally, he spoke. 
 “I’ve got papers to file in my office tonight. Simon’s order will be the  “I’ve got papers to file in my office tonight. Simon’s order will be the 
last one.” His hand just hung from the knob.last one.” His hand just hung from the knob.
 “Um...” Tim looked around for something to break the silence.  “Um...” Tim looked around for something to break the silence. Any-Any-
thing in the mousetrap? Not today. How’s Ms....oh, wait. Wait, Simon?thing in the mousetrap? Not today. How’s Ms....oh, wait. Wait, Simon? “You  “You 
said Simon. Do you mean Father Simon?”said Simon. Do you mean Father Simon?”
 “Simon, yes. Letta too.”  “Simon, yes. Letta too.” 
 Tim chewed on a knuckle. “Can I talk to them a bit after I finish Fa- Tim chewed on a knuckle. “Can I talk to them a bit after I finish Fa-
ther Simon’s order?”ther Simon’s order?”
 “Sure. By the way, if you need something to wake you up...” Jon  “Sure. By the way, if you need something to wake you up...” Jon 
turned to him. His eye was a bit red. Wordlessly, he started lifting his eye-turned to him. His eye was a bit red. Wordlessly, he started lifting his eye-
patch.patch.
 “No!” Tim shielded his view. “ No, I’m good. ’Sides, we don’t need an- “No!” Tim shielded his view. “ No, I’m good. ’Sides, we don’t need an-
other mess like last time.”other mess like last time.”
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 Jon pinched it back down with a grin that didn’t match his eye. “Just  Jon pinched it back down with a grin that didn’t match his eye. “Just 
get the sandwich fixed. Our bacon’s cooked.”get the sandwich fixed. Our bacon’s cooked.”

**
 Loretta beamed across the table at the reverend, lit up by the eve- Loretta beamed across the table at the reverend, lit up by the eve-
ning light coming in from the entrance window by their seat. “Can you ning light coming in from the entrance window by their seat. “Can you 
believe it, Father? I got it! I finally got it!”believe it, Father? I got it! I finally got it!”
 “Congratulations.” “Congratulations.”
 Father Simon alternated between looking at her and the door on the  Father Simon alternated between looking at her and the door on the 
far side of the room. He drummed his fingers on the dark surface where his far side of the room. He drummed his fingers on the dark surface where his 
bacon sandwich belonged. Loretta had offered him some of her chicken bacon sandwich belonged. Loretta had offered him some of her chicken 
salad, but he’d insisted on waiting for his own.salad, but he’d insisted on waiting for his own.
 “Ten years,” she breathed. “It took me ten years.” She leaned back.  “Ten years,” she breathed. “It took me ten years.” She leaned back. 
“Six years for a master’s, then four on the job...” “Six years for a master’s, then four on the job...” 
 She held her new work badge up for the 15th time. An orange  She held her new work badge up for the 15th time. An orange 
and blue zebra stood before a green background, while above were the and blue zebra stood before a green background, while above were the 
red-emblazoned words red-emblazoned words Skatha City ZooSkatha City Zoo..
 “I can’t wait to tell Tim. He’s gonna be thrilled.” “I can’t wait to tell Tim. He’s gonna be thrilled.”
 “I’m sure he will,” the priest said. He looked around. “Does Mr. Hill  “I’m sure he will,” the priest said. He looked around. “Does Mr. Hill 
ever clean this place?”ever clean this place?”
 Loretta looked around. Somehow, she never noticed the yellowed  Loretta looked around. Somehow, she never noticed the yellowed 
ceiling tiles, the chipped walls, or the food-dyed carpet unless someone ceiling tiles, the chipped walls, or the food-dyed carpet unless someone 
mentioned it. mentioned it. 
 “It’d take more than a clean crew.” She shrugged. “He’ll get it sorted  “It’d take more than a clean crew.” She shrugged. “He’ll get it sorted 
after he gets some money.”after he gets some money.”
 “You sound confident,” Father Simon said. He leaned back into his  “You sound confident,” Father Simon said. He leaned back into his 
chair.chair.
 “He got new tables, didn’t he?” She patted the dark wood surface.  “He got new tables, didn’t he?” She patted the dark wood surface. 
“Besides, I’ve been eating here since I was a girl, and so did Mom and “Besides, I’ve been eating here since I was a girl, and so did Mom and 
Grandma. I’ll bet you money my hair will be grayer than yours before this Grandma. I’ll bet you money my hair will be grayer than yours before this 
place is done.”place is done.”
 “Unfortunately, my job prohibits gambling,” he said, tapping the little  “Unfortunately, my job prohibits gambling,” he said, tapping the little 
red book in his shirt pocket.red book in his shirt pocket.
 “-oof!” came a voice from across the room. “-oof!” came a voice from across the room.
 “Tim forgot to duck again?” she asked. “Tim forgot to duck again?” she asked.
 “Yep.” “Yep.”
 Seconds later, Tim was at the table. He put Father Simon’s order  Seconds later, Tim was at the table. He put Father Simon’s order 
down. “Sorry for the long wait. Here’s your sandwich.”down. “Sorry for the long wait. Here’s your sandwich.”
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 “Thank you, Tim,” the priest said. “By the way, Loretta’s got some  “Thank you, Tim,” the priest said. “By the way, Loretta’s got some 
news once you’re available.”news once you’re available.”
 “No problem.” “No problem.”

**
 Jon leaned over his desk, his face covered by long, wrinkled fingers.  Jon leaned over his desk, his face covered by long, wrinkled fingers. 
To his left lay the stack for bills he’d already reviewed. To his right were en-To his left lay the stack for bills he’d already reviewed. To his right were en-
velopes he wasn’t ready to open. Directly in front of him lay responses from velopes he wasn’t ready to open. Directly in front of him lay responses from 
all manner of investment firms, banks, and a nephew he’d written to last all manner of investment firms, banks, and a nephew he’d written to last 
month. The letter he’d written to the young man was their first contact in month. The letter he’d written to the young man was their first contact in 
five years. Sighing, he grabbed the top paper. five years. Sighing, he grabbed the top paper. 
  Crap.Crap.  
 He pulled up the second. He pulled up the second.
 “Dammit.” “Dammit.”
 He opened the third. He opened the third.
 “Shit!” “Shit!”
 If he could just get some money from any of these people, he could  If he could just get some money from any of these people, he could 
get this place fixed up. He’d get more customers coming through. He’d get this place fixed up. He’d get more customers coming through. He’d 
keep this place around for... Who? When he was younger, he told himself keep this place around for... Who? When he was younger, he told himself 
he’d just pass it on to a niece or nephew at some point, but a jump down he’d just pass it on to a niece or nephew at some point, but a jump down 
the wrong tunnel in Vietnam kept his brother from spawning anyone. As the wrong tunnel in Vietnam kept his brother from spawning anyone. As 
for his sister, she’d popped out one brat, and he had to go and become a for his sister, she’d popped out one brat, and he had to go and become a 
lawyer.lawyer.
 “A lawyer...”  “A lawyer...” 
  What was wrong with him?What was wrong with him? He could have gotten some calluses on  He could have gotten some calluses on 
his hands and done some honest work. Instead, he wanted to be the kind his hands and done some honest work. Instead, he wanted to be the kind 
of guy to salivate whenever someone burned their tongue on their coffee, of guy to salivate whenever someone burned their tongue on their coffee, 
or whenever some paint flaked off the walls and into the customers food, or whenever some paint flaked off the walls and into the customers food, 
or...or...
 He had just one response left. It was the one from his nephew.  He had just one response left. It was the one from his nephew. 
Hands shaking, he broke the wax. Inside was a handwritten letter.Hands shaking, he broke the wax. Inside was a handwritten letter.

**
 Simon listened to Letta and Tim while he ate. As always, whenever  Simon listened to Letta and Tim while he ate. As always, whenever 
they started talking, he became a bystander. Not that he really minded they started talking, he became a bystander. Not that he really minded 
after being told the “good news” 15 times.after being told the “good news” 15 times.
 “So, you’re a full-blown zookeeper now, huh.” “So, you’re a full-blown zookeeper now, huh.”
 “Yep!” “Yep!”
 “That’s um...good,” Tim said, leaning his head onto his fist. He was  “That’s um...good,” Tim said, leaning his head onto his fist. He was 
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smiling, but those eyes just looked heavy. Almost watery. Letta looked a smiling, but those eyes just looked heavy. Almost watery. Letta looked a 
bit surprised.bit surprised.
 “Yea. Very good.”  “Yea. Very good.” 
 Loretta looked like she was chewing on his reply. Loretta looked like she was chewing on his reply.
 “I mean it,” Tim said. “I mean it,” Tim said.
 “I’d hope,” Letta said. “You told me to keep at it after that busi- “I’d hope,” Letta said. “You told me to keep at it after that busi-
ness with the baboons.”ness with the baboons.”
 “Did your mother ever get the stains out of her dress, by the  “Did your mother ever get the stains out of her dress, by the 
way?” Simon asked.way?” Simon asked.
 Letta bit her lip. “I’m still not allowed to mention it.” Letta bit her lip. “I’m still not allowed to mention it.”
 “Look,” Tim cradled his face in his hand. “I’m happy for you. It’s  “Look,” Tim cradled his face in his hand. “I’m happy for you. It’s 
just...”just...”
 “Yes?”  “Yes?” 
 Tim was silent for a moment. Tim was silent for a moment.
 “Hey, Tim,” The Father piped in, “Are you okay? You look like Mar- “Hey, Tim,” The Father piped in, “Are you okay? You look like Mar-
tin Luther on judgment day.”tin Luther on judgment day.”
 “Father!” Letta gave him a wide-eyed look. “Father!” Letta gave him a wide-eyed look.
 “Well, he does.” Simon shrugged. “But seriously, is something  “Well, he does.” Simon shrugged. “But seriously, is something 
wrong?”wrong?”
 Tim looked at the ceiling, the carpet, and everywhere else like he  Tim looked at the ceiling, the carpet, and everywhere else like he 
did at confession. did at confession. Thank heavens I never got into gambling.Thank heavens I never got into gambling.
 “I just have a lot on my mind. Work and stuff, you know.” “I just have a lot on my mind. Work and stuff, you know.”
 “Ah.” Simon took a bite of his bacon sandwich, grimaced, and  “Ah.” Simon took a bite of his bacon sandwich, grimaced, and 
then spent half his glass washing down the charred meat.then spent half his glass washing down the charred meat.
 “Hey, Letta,” he said, turning to her. He pulled out a green roll.  “Hey, Letta,” he said, turning to her. He pulled out a green roll. 
“Could you please take this to Jon real quick? I don’t want to leave a bill “Could you please take this to Jon real quick? I don’t want to leave a bill 
he might miss when he comes out.”he might miss when he comes out.”
 “Father, when has Jon ever missed a dropped penny around  “Father, when has Jon ever missed a dropped penny around 
here?”here?”
 “I just want to be sure. Besides, have you told him about your  “I just want to be sure. Besides, have you told him about your 
promotion yet? I’m sure he’d love to hear about it.”promotion yet? I’m sure he’d love to hear about it.”
 She didn’t exactly light up, but when she shot a quick glance at  She didn’t exactly light up, but when she shot a quick glance at 
the office in the far corner, he knew he’d got her.the office in the far corner, he knew he’d got her.
 “I’ll be right back,” she said. “I’ll be right back,” she said.
 Tim watched her go. He turned back to Father Simon. Tim watched her go. He turned back to Father Simon.
 “How’s the bacon?” “How’s the bacon?”
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 “Fine. How’s the beef?” The priest leaned in, elbows on the table. “Fine. How’s the beef?” The priest leaned in, elbows on the table.
 “Huh?” “Huh?”
 “Son, you look like a ghoul. What’s going on?” “Son, you look like a ghoul. What’s going on?”
 “Uh...” His eyes darted around.  “Uh...” His eyes darted around. Was there an escape anywhere?Was there an escape anywhere?
 “Son, Loretta’s gone. You can tell me.”  “Son, Loretta’s gone. You can tell me.” 
 Tim sat there a second, and then exhaled a breath he didn’t know he  Tim sat there a second, and then exhaled a breath he didn’t know he 
had. He sunk into his chair. “I haven’t been sleeping all that well this week.”had. He sunk into his chair. “I haven’t been sleeping all that well this week.”
 “Why?” “Why?”
 Tim leaned back forward onto the table. “Remember a few weeks  Tim leaned back forward onto the table. “Remember a few weeks 
ago when I said my neighbors were arguing like crazy?”ago when I said my neighbors were arguing like crazy?”
 “Yeah?” “Yeah?”
 “Well, it gotten even crazier this weekend,” he said, looking at the  “Well, it gotten even crazier this weekend,” he said, looking at the 
stains and tiles in the ceiling.stains and tiles in the ceiling.

**
 He lay in bed, his knees up to keep his feet from hanging off the  He lay in bed, his knees up to keep his feet from hanging off the 
frame. He counted the stains and cracks on his ceiling. The dim light of frame. He counted the stains and cracks on his ceiling. The dim light of 
his terrarium lamp illuminated the room just enough to help him with his his terrarium lamp illuminated the room just enough to help him with his 
task without keeping him from falling asleep. It also helped not to look at task without keeping him from falling asleep. It also helped not to look at 
the bills on the nightstand next to his bed. the bills on the nightstand next to his bed. Two-hundred-and-fifty dollars Two-hundred-and-fifty dollars 
a month for gas, 400 for the apartment. The city should just charge me for a month for gas, 400 for the apartment. The city should just charge me for 
breathing in their smog or listening to the...music playing outside.breathing in their smog or listening to the...music playing outside.
 Car horns and the odd alarm blared from the street below. The nev- Car horns and the odd alarm blared from the street below. The nev-
er-ending cacophony came in through the window at the foot of his bed. er-ending cacophony came in through the window at the foot of his bed. 
It was only slightly muffled by the planks he’d nailed in over the pane last It was only slightly muffled by the planks he’d nailed in over the pane last 
winter.winter.
 He’d gotten used to it all. The spring leaks, the starless sky, even the  He’d gotten used to it all. The spring leaks, the starless sky, even the 
noise for the most part. But the smell was driving him nuts. The ammoni-noise for the most part. But the smell was driving him nuts. The ammoni-
ac odor that came from the carpet was nothing new. He’d whiffed it on the ac odor that came from the carpet was nothing new. He’d whiffed it on the 
first day. It cocooned him whenever he crawled into bed, its pungent scent first day. It cocooned him whenever he crawled into bed, its pungent scent 
oozing into his nostrils. It greeted him first thing in the morning whenever oozing into his nostrils. It greeted him first thing in the morning whenever 
he opened his eyes. This he was used to. He wasn’t used to the new flavor he opened his eyes. This he was used to. He wasn’t used to the new flavor 
in the cocoon, a sickly sweet one even more nauseating than the smells in the cocoon, a sickly sweet one even more nauseating than the smells 
that greeted him on that first day. For some reason, it was always stronger that greeted him on that first day. For some reason, it was always stronger 
on the kitchen wall at the other side of the room, where the border be-on the kitchen wall at the other side of the room, where the border be-
tween his apartment and his neighbor’s lay.tween his apartment and his neighbor’s lay.
 He could have asked if she knew anything about it, but he wasn’t  He could have asked if she knew anything about it, but he wasn’t 
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talking to that lunatic. She’d been living with her boyfriend for the past five talking to that lunatic. She’d been living with her boyfriend for the past five 
months.   They were quiet enough for a while, but everything months.   They were quiet enough for a while, but everything 
changed when the guy brought a beagle back to their apartment. It was a changed when the guy brought a beagle back to their apartment. It was a 
cute little thing, but if a man wants a quiet life, the little howl factory had to be cute little thing, but if a man wants a quiet life, the little howl factory had to be 
the worst breed on the planet. the worst breed on the planet. 
 In the morning, Tim crossed neighbors from all over the floor, all wear- In the morning, Tim crossed neighbors from all over the floor, all wear-
ing bags under their eyes and carrying progressively bigger cups of coffee. ing bags under their eyes and carrying progressively bigger cups of coffee. 
The only consolation they had was that the couple seemed to have the most The only consolation they had was that the couple seemed to have the most 
haggard faces of all. It was a small consolation, especially for Tim, who also haggard faces of all. It was a small consolation, especially for Tim, who also 
had to listen to their fights start through his wall. Apparently, he didn’t ask had to listen to their fights start through his wall. Apparently, he didn’t ask 
before bringing in the dog.before bringing in the dog.
 He’d lost track of the nights he’d lain awake, glaring at nothing while  He’d lost track of the nights he’d lain awake, glaring at nothing while 
dog barks, human screams, and the odd punctuation of glass or metal dog barks, human screams, and the odd punctuation of glass or metal 
smashing into something seeped through the wall. At least for the past few smashing into something seeped through the wall. At least for the past few 
days, it had been pretty quiet on their end. Tim hadn’t seen the guy in about a days, it had been pretty quiet on their end. Tim hadn’t seen the guy in about a 
week. He hoped the lady had kicked him out for good. Tim closed his eyes.week. He hoped the lady had kicked him out for good. Tim closed his eyes.
 “I wonder if he took the dog with him?” “I wonder if he took the dog with him?”
  Yap! Yap! Yap!Yap! Yap! Yap!
 “Speak of the bitch!” Tim yelled.  “Speak of the bitch!” Tim yelled. 
 He got out of bed and walked over to the wall. Those two would hear  He got out of bed and walked over to the wall. Those two would hear 
someone else for a change. The sickly-sweet odor wrapped itself more thickly someone else for a change. The sickly-sweet odor wrapped itself more thickly 
around him as he got closer. He drew his arm back.around him as he got closer. He drew his arm back.
 “Shut up!” Tim’s fist stopped half a handbreadth from the wood. “Shut  “Shut up!” Tim’s fist stopped half a handbreadth from the wood. “Shut 
up already! Are you barking for him? He’s gone!”up already! Are you barking for him? He’s gone!”
 The yapping continued. The yapping continued.
 “I said he’s gone! No one wants you anymore...or your bitching!” The  “I said he’s gone! No one wants you anymore...or your bitching!” The 
voice sounded slurred.voice sounded slurred.
 A loud  A loud ArooAroo grated Tim’s ears. After that, silence reigned for a few  grated Tim’s ears. After that, silence reigned for a few 
seconds. Then something slammed against the wall. Soup spoons, spatulas, seconds. Then something slammed against the wall. Soup spoons, spatulas, 
and other utensils that hung from the wall bounced on the surface. Tim stood and other utensils that hung from the wall bounced on the surface. Tim stood 
there, his fist still within inches of the hardwood. He stepped back. He took there, his fist still within inches of the hardwood. He stepped back. He took 
a deep breath. Then we retreated to his bed. The rest of the night passed in a deep breath. Then we retreated to his bed. The rest of the night passed in 
silence, save for the sound of air pumping in and out of his nostrils.silence, save for the sound of air pumping in and out of his nostrils.

**
 Tim sighed. “I haven’t really slept since. Every time I start dreaming, the  Tim sighed. “I haven’t really slept since. Every time I start dreaming, the 
wall starts slamming.”wall starts slamming.”
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 Father Simon just blinked a few times. “That’s uh, that’s...wow.” Father Simon just blinked a few times. “That’s uh, that’s...wow.”
 “My thoughts exactly.” “My thoughts exactly.”
 They sat in silence a moment. The priest spoke first. They sat in silence a moment. The priest spoke first.
 “Do you think maybe you should get out of there for a while?” “Do you think maybe you should get out of there for a while?”
 “Yeah. Actually, I have been thinking I should get out of here.” “Yeah. Actually, I have been thinking I should get out of here.”
 Father Simon blinked. “What?” Father Simon blinked. “What?”
 Tim twirled a finger around. “This isn’t my home. I grew up counting  Tim twirled a finger around. “This isn’t my home. I grew up counting 
stars to fall asleep, not cracks.”stars to fall asleep, not cracks.”
 The priest’s jaw shook a bit, but no words came out. Finally, he said,  The priest’s jaw shook a bit, but no words came out. Finally, he said, 
“Look, I’m all for getting out of a place like that, and heaven knows that “Look, I’m all for getting out of a place like that, and heaven knows that 
smell should be investigated, but isn’t that a bit drastic?”smell should be investigated, but isn’t that a bit drastic?”
 “Father,” Tim said, “It’s not just the dog.” He went over everything  “Father,” Tim said, “It’s not just the dog.” He went over everything 
he’d said to Jon. he’d said to Jon. 
 “What makes it nuts is I made more money back home. I got to  “What makes it nuts is I made more money back home. I got to 
keep more of it too. My house didn’t cost as much as my apartment.” He keep more of it too. My house didn’t cost as much as my apartment.” He 
laughed at that one. “My kitchen used to be in a different room than my laughed at that one. “My kitchen used to be in a different room than my 
bed. It used to smell nicer too.”bed. It used to smell nicer too.”
 “So, you wanna go back to your old home?” “So, you wanna go back to your old home?”
 Tim paused. “Maybe not. But I want out of here. What have I gotten  Tim paused. “Maybe not. But I want out of here. What have I gotten 
out of all this?”out of all this?”
 The priest looked annoyed. “Sorry to have been part of what turned  The priest looked annoyed. “Sorry to have been part of what turned 
out to be a waste of time.”out to be a waste of time.”
 “Father, I didn’t mean it like that. It’s just... Are you where you wanna  “Father, I didn’t mean it like that. It’s just... Are you where you wanna 
be?”be?”
 “What?” “What?”
 “Are you where you wanna be? Did you have any other plan in mind  “Are you where you wanna be? Did you have any other plan in mind 
before you became a priest?”before you became a priest?”
 Father Simon was silent a moment. Then he grinned. “Well, when I  Father Simon was silent a moment. Then he grinned. “Well, when I 
was a bit younger than you, I thought I’d take my dad’s business up selling was a bit younger than you, I thought I’d take my dad’s business up selling 
cars. But the Lord had a different plan in mind it seems.”cars. But the Lord had a different plan in mind it seems.”
 “Well, maybe he plans for me to be somewhere else.” He stuck up a  “Well, maybe he plans for me to be somewhere else.” He stuck up a 
finger. “You’ve got your congregation.” He stuck up another. “Letta’s got her finger. “You’ve got your congregation.” He stuck up another. “Letta’s got her 
dream job.” Another. “Jon’s got his restaurant.” The pinky came up last. “And dream job.” Another. “Jon’s got his restaurant.” The pinky came up last. “And 
I’ve got?”I’ve got?”
 “So why haven’t you decided to go yet?” “So why haven’t you decided to go yet?”
 Tim stared down at the table. “I don’t know.” Tim stared down at the table. “I don’t know.”
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 “Hey guys!” Letta jumped back into the chair beside him. “What were  “Hey guys!” Letta jumped back into the chair beside him. “What were 
you talking about?”you talking about?”
 “Something personal, Letta.” The priest waved her off. “I’m sure Tim  “Something personal, Letta.” The priest waved her off. “I’m sure Tim 
will tell you when he’s ready.”will tell you when he’s ready.”
 The two men shared a nod. The two men shared a nod.
 “Well, Jon told me to tell you something, Tim.” “Well, Jon told me to tell you something, Tim.”
 “What?” “What?”
 “He wants to talk with you, and he wants me and Father Simon out.”  “He wants to talk with you, and he wants me and Father Simon out.” 
She chewed her lip and looked sideways.She chewed her lip and looked sideways.
 “Anything else?” “Anything else?”
 “Just... Good luck.” “Just... Good luck.”

**
 “You wanted to see me, Sir?” “You wanted to see me, Sir?”
 “Sit down,” Jon said. He was standing with a hand on the corner of  “Sit down,” Jon said. He was standing with a hand on the corner of 
his desk. His eye glared at nothing. His fingers drummed the desk. Tim his desk. His eye glared at nothing. His fingers drummed the desk. Tim 
took a seat.took a seat.
 “Sir, I’m sorry. What happened back there—” “Sir, I’m sorry. What happened back there—”
 “It’s nothing you did. Actually, you might like this news.” The tone in  “It’s nothing you did. Actually, you might like this news.” The tone in 
his voice suggested otherwise. “I finally got someone to offer some money his voice suggested otherwise. “I finally got someone to offer some money 
for the place.”for the place.”
 “Oh!” Tim straightened up a bit. “That’s good. So, what are we get- “Oh!” Tim straightened up a bit. “That’s good. So, what are we get-
ting fixed up first?”ting fixed up first?”
 “We’re not.” “We’re not.”
 Tim just stared. “What?” Tim just stared. “What?”
 “It wasn’t a bank or a firm.” Jon said. “It was my nephew.” “It wasn’t a bank or a firm.” Jon said. “It was my nephew.”
 Tim sat for a moment. “You have a nephew?” Tim sat for a moment. “You have a nephew?”
 “Long story. I don’t like him, and I’m pretty sure I made sure he  “Long story. I don’t like him, and I’m pretty sure I made sure he 
doesn’t like me. But I sent a letter asking for a thousand bucks or so to help doesn’t like me. But I sent a letter asking for a thousand bucks or so to help 
get the wiring fixed.” He held up a paper. “I got this instead.”get the wiring fixed.” He held up a paper. “I got this instead.”
 He read it aloud. “Dear Uncle Jon. I know you and I haven’t seen eye  He read it aloud. “Dear Uncle Jon. I know you and I haven’t seen eye 
to eye over the years, but we both care about your great-grandpa’s café. I to eye over the years, but we both care about your great-grandpa’s café. I 
still remember playing hide and seek under the tables—” still remember playing hide and seek under the tables—” 
 His voice went a bit softer at this and he looked at Tim. “I didn’t mean  His voice went a bit softer at this and he looked at Tim. “I didn’t mean 
to read that out loud.”to read that out loud.”
 “Go on.” “Go on.”
 “The thing is, I know how bad it’s gotten. Mother told me about it,  “The thing is, I know how bad it’s gotten. Mother told me about it, 
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and about how less and less people come by the year. She even brought and about how less and less people come by the year. She even brought 
pictures.”pictures.”
 “What’s he mean?” Tim asked. “What’s he mean?” Tim asked.
 Jon looked with a reddening eye. “Tim, you know what he means.  Jon looked with a reddening eye. “Tim, you know what he means. 
You, me, and apparently Letta are the only ones who’ve been saying this You, me, and apparently Letta are the only ones who’ve been saying this 
place isn’t one more lawsuit or bad year away from shutting down.”place isn’t one more lawsuit or bad year away from shutting down.”
 He flopped the paper down. “Long story short, he’s offering to buy  He flopped the paper down. “Long story short, he’s offering to buy 
the place for $200,000. But he made it clear he’s tearing it down.”the place for $200,000. But he made it clear he’s tearing it down.”
 Save for his heart, nothing in Tim’s body seemed to move. No move- Save for his heart, nothing in Tim’s body seemed to move. No move-
ment. No breath. “You’re not going to accept,” he said at last.ment. No breath. “You’re not going to accept,” he said at last.
 “I am.” “I am.”
 “But—” “But—”
 “Tim, there’s nothing left to keep. If a health or building inspector  “Tim, there’s nothing left to keep. If a health or building inspector 
walked in here, that’d be it. This place could come down on us even with-walked in here, that’d be it. This place could come down on us even with-
out a dozer.”out a dozer.”
 Before Tim could say anything, Jon followed up. “Listen, you wanted  Before Tim could say anything, Jon followed up. “Listen, you wanted 
out of town, right? Well, I worked a lot of jobs across the country before out of town, right? Well, I worked a lot of jobs across the country before 
Dad’s stroke brought me back. I was a carpet cleaner in Jersey, a bouncer Dad’s stroke brought me back. I was a carpet cleaner in Jersey, a bouncer 
in Phoenix, a trucker from NYC to Seattle... You get the idea.” He sat down. in Phoenix, a trucker from NYC to Seattle... You get the idea.” He sat down. 
“I’ve been all over and in between. I know a lot of towns across the country “I’ve been all over and in between. I know a lot of towns across the country 
where two hundred grand could build a nice little restaurant. I just gotta where two hundred grand could build a nice little restaurant. I just gotta 
pick one, sign the papers, and...” He looked around. “...Yeah. And if I start a pick one, sign the papers, and...” He looked around. “...Yeah. And if I start a 
restaurant, I’m gonna need a cook.” restaurant, I’m gonna need a cook.” 
 Tim just sat there. This was too much. “I still haven’t decided, Sir.  Tim just sat there. This was too much. “I still haven’t decided, Sir. 
Thank you. I just gotta choose.”Thank you. I just gotta choose.”
 Jon waved him out. “Choose whatever. But let me know so I can plan  Jon waved him out. “Choose whatever. But let me know so I can plan 
ahead.”ahead.”
 Tim got up to leave, legs shaking.  Tim got up to leave, legs shaking. 
 “Remember that envelope, by the way. I don’t want you to leave it  “Remember that envelope, by the way. I don’t want you to leave it 
behind.”behind.”
  The envelope.The envelope. The second the door was shut, Tim speed-walked for  The second the door was shut, Tim speed-walked for 
the kitchen. His decision would be so much easier with one more rejec-the kitchen. His decision would be so much easier with one more rejec-
tion. He just needed to see it, and he’d know what to do. tion. He just needed to see it, and he’d know what to do. 
 The next few seconds were a foggy haze. The kitchen door clanged  The next few seconds were a foggy haze. The kitchen door clanged 
behind. In seconds, he was over the manila folder. He read the envelope. behind. In seconds, he was over the manila folder. He read the envelope. 
For once, a rejection would make his life easier. Even as he lifted the paper, For once, a rejection would make his life easier. Even as he lifted the paper, 
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he envisioned working at a nice diner with trees outside the window. He he envisioned working at a nice diner with trees outside the window. He 
held the paper before him.held the paper before him.
 To the end of his days, he didn’t remember most of what was on that  To the end of his days, he didn’t remember most of what was on that 
sheet. Just the first word and the last sentence: sheet. Just the first word and the last sentence: Congratulations... To con-Congratulations... To con-
firm, please call us on the following number...firm, please call us on the following number...

**
 Tim sat by the nightstand. It’d been a few days since he’d gotten  Tim sat by the nightstand. It’d been a few days since he’d gotten 
his offer and his acceptance letter. He still wasn’t any closer to making his offer and his acceptance letter. He still wasn’t any closer to making 
his decision. The phone hung limp in his hand. Beside him lay the letter, his decision. The phone hung limp in his hand. Beside him lay the letter, 
alongside the bills and a picture of him, Letta, and some other friends at a alongside the bills and a picture of him, Letta, and some other friends at a 
church dinner.church dinner.
 The smell was finally gone, and so was the lady. The landlady still  The smell was finally gone, and so was the lady. The landlady still 
complained she owed one more lease payment whenever he saw her in complained she owed one more lease payment whenever he saw her in 
the lobby.the lobby.
Cars still rang outside. There were still leaks when it rained. But he was Cars still rang outside. There were still leaks when it rained. But he was 
used to all that. He’d even gotten back to sleeping normally again once the used to all that. He’d even gotten back to sleeping normally again once the 
stink was gone. Everything was back to the crappy old normal. Except for stink was gone. Everything was back to the crappy old normal. Except for 
the numbers. Except for the choice. the numbers. Except for the choice. 
 He could call Jon right now and accept. In a few months, he’d be off  He could call Jon right now and accept. In a few months, he’d be off 
to a sure job in the country where he thought he belonged. He could also to a sure job in the country where he thought he belonged. He could also 
call the school and take the chance he’d been waiting over two years for, call the school and take the chance he’d been waiting over two years for, 
with his friends there to see him start what could hopefully be the start of a with his friends there to see him start what could hopefully be the start of a 
long career as a chef. long career as a chef. 
  Could hopefully... Could hopefully... He’d been hoping for years now. He could just cut, He’d been hoping for years now. He could just cut, 
run, and have a sure thing. If he played his cards with Jon right, one day, he run, and have a sure thing. If he played his cards with Jon right, one day, he 
might own the place.might own the place.
 “Good grief.” “Good grief.”
 Why did it have to be now? He’d been eager those first two years.  Why did it have to be now? He’d been eager those first two years. 
Now, when he finally had a perfectly good career on a silver platter, he had Now, when he finally had a perfectly good career on a silver platter, he had 
to be accepted? He knocked his knuckles on the desktop.to be accepted? He knocked his knuckles on the desktop.
 White noise played in his head as he sat, elbow on knee, temple on  White noise played in his head as he sat, elbow on knee, temple on 
knuckle. Suddenly, Letta’s words from a few nights ago seemed to buzz knuckle. Suddenly, Letta’s words from a few nights ago seemed to buzz 
in his ear. in his ear. You told me to keep at it.You told me to keep at it. Tim sat there for a few moments, the  Tim sat there for a few moments, the 
words echoing in his brain. He dialed the phone and brought it to his ear.words echoing in his brain. He dialed the phone and brought it to his ear.
 “Hi... My name is Tim. Timothy Hume.” “Hi... My name is Tim. Timothy Hume.”
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Deadlock 

Cameron Rogers
A train without itsA train without its
wheels cannot movewheels cannot move
down its track butdown its track but
our conductor continuesour conductor continues
to shovel coalto shovel coal
into the engineinto the engine
so passengers seeso passengers see
the smokestackthe smokestack
and can pretend weand can pretend we
are still moving.are still moving.
  
When the coal is gone,When the coal is gone,
the people in sleeper cars saythe people in sleeper cars say
use the seats, we will notuse the seats, we will not
be uncomfortablebe uncomfortable
but they don’t ask thosebut they don’t ask those
who must stand.who must stand.
  
When the seats are gone,When the seats are gone,
those with reservationsthose with reservations
in the dining car sayin the dining car say
use the food cart, we will notuse the food cart, we will not
go hungrygo hungry
but they don’t ask thosebut they don’t ask those
who cannot afford a meal.who cannot afford a meal.
  
When the car is gone,When the car is gone,
those at the front will saythose at the front will say
use the caboose,use the caboose,
we will survivewe will survive
but they don’t ask thosebut they don’t ask those
left off the train.left off the train.
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When the caboose is gone,When the caboose is gone,
the passengers will saythe passengers will say
use the crew, their sacrificeuse the crew, their sacrifice
is worth the price of my ticketis worth the price of my ticket
but they don’t askbut they don’t ask
for volunteers.for volunteers.
  
When they talkWhen they talk
of the conductor,of the conductor,
they will call him a herothey will call him a hero
for saving his passengers,for saving his passengers,
when the train neverwhen the train never
left the station.left the station.
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Blue Collar Throne 
After Wayne Thiebaud’s “Man Sitting - Back View”

Lora Kroush

You tetris your body to the rickety wooden chairYou tetris your body to the rickety wooden chair
after a lengthy afternoon of shovels and dust. after a lengthy afternoon of shovels and dust. 
Your children squat on the living room sofa out of frame,Your children squat on the living room sofa out of frame,
hooping over a heated game of Life. hooping over a heated game of Life. 
You stare at the bleached walls before you You stare at the bleached walls before you 
and lean forward slightly and lean forward slightly 
to accommodate your heavy shoulders. to accommodate your heavy shoulders. 
You feel your cheeks tug into a drained grin You feel your cheeks tug into a drained grin 
as you listen to their shrill pleas for fairness. as you listen to their shrill pleas for fairness. 
Each childish giggle sounds through the drywall, Each childish giggle sounds through the drywall, 
gently vibrating your seat. gently vibrating your seat. 
As you dissolve against the durable backrest, As you dissolve against the durable backrest, 
you remember chasing your brothers with wooden you remember chasing your brothers with wooden 
swords through every room of your childhood home. swords through every room of your childhood home. 
You ignore your mother’s persistent warnings You ignore your mother’s persistent warnings 
to remove your muddy shoes at the door and her call to remove your muddy shoes at the door and her call 
to Quit jumping on the furniture or I’ll tan your hides!to Quit jumping on the furniture or I’ll tan your hides!
You recall skipping Bible lessons to catch crawdads You recall skipping Bible lessons to catch crawdads 
in the neighbor’s creek and chugging Coca-Colasin the neighbor’s creek and chugging Coca-Colas
outside the small-town gas station outside the small-town gas station 
before the dim yellow streetlights signal before the dim yellow streetlights signal 
your approaching curfew. your approaching curfew. 
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Now, your children’s familiar laughterNow, your children’s familiar laughter
sends warm shocks down your tender spinesends warm shocks down your tender spine
as you glance down at your work bootsas you glance down at your work boots
and wonder how they became all but welded and wonder how they became all but welded 
to the thick soles of your feet.to the thick soles of your feet.
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Appetite  

Marissa Baugh
  “Christ, slow down, would you?” Macy tightened her grip on the edges of “Christ, slow down, would you?” Macy tightened her grip on the edges of 
the cherry pie resting on her lap. “The literal fruit of my labor is at stake here.”the cherry pie resting on her lap. “The literal fruit of my labor is at stake here.”
 Dara looked away from the road long enough to look at her twin sister,  Dara looked away from the road long enough to look at her twin sister, 
eyebrows raised. eyebrows raised. 
 “Dude, I’m going all of 20 miles an hour. We’ve barely left the driveway.”  “Dude, I’m going all of 20 miles an hour. We’ve barely left the driveway.” 
She returned her attention to the road. “How are you going to cope when we She returned her attention to the road. “How are you going to cope when we 
get onto the highway? That’s triple the current speed limit.”get onto the highway? That’s triple the current speed limit.”
 “Oh, my God,” Macy groaned. She leaned back against the headrest in  “Oh, my God,” Macy groaned. She leaned back against the headrest in 
despair. Dara just laughed. despair. Dara just laughed. 
 “You sure you don’t wanna drive? If you’re doubting my capabilities...” “You sure you don’t wanna drive? If you’re doubting my capabilities...”
 “You only got your license two months ago! You’re hardly an expert!” “You only got your license two months ago! You’re hardly an expert!”
 “This again? How much difference can one little year of experience pos- “This again? How much difference can one little year of experience pos-
sibly make?” Dara protested.sibly make?” Dara protested.
 Macy rolled her eyes. “Plenty. Just drive. The sooner we’re there, the  Macy rolled her eyes. “Plenty. Just drive. The sooner we’re there, the 
sooner we can stop worrying about this pie.”sooner we can stop worrying about this pie.”
 “The sooner you can stop worrying, you mean. I’m not all that invested.” “The sooner you can stop worrying, you mean. I’m not all that invested.”
 Macy wished she could care as little as Dara did, but Thanksgiving was  Macy wished she could care as little as Dara did, but Thanksgiving was 
a whole-family affair. Family affairs meant Aunt Karen. The moment the twins a whole-family affair. Family affairs meant Aunt Karen. The moment the twins 
crossed the threshold at such an event, she was cooing over them, pinching crossed the threshold at such an event, she was cooing over them, pinching 
their cheeks, even tousling their identical black hair. This was the bearable part, their cheeks, even tousling their identical black hair. This was the bearable part, 
as it only lasted for a minute. She’d ask them how they were (fine), how school as it only lasted for a minute. She’d ask them how they were (fine), how school 
was (also fine), and if either of them had a boyfriend yet (no, but not for lack of was (also fine), and if either of them had a boyfriend yet (no, but not for lack of 
trying). Having logged her two minutes of caring about their lives, Aunt Karen trying). Having logged her two minutes of caring about their lives, Aunt Karen 
would then start in about Jen.would then start in about Jen.
 Jen, three months older than Macy and Dara, was Uncle Dennis and  Jen, three months older than Macy and Dara, was Uncle Dennis and 
Aunt Karen’s only child, and as far as her mother was concerned, a better tro-Aunt Karen’s only child, and as far as her mother was concerned, a better tro-
phy had never existed. She was almost immediately a natural at everything she phy had never existed. She was almost immediately a natural at everything she 
picked up: tennis, the clarinet, photography. Aunt Karen filled any lull in conver-picked up: tennis, the clarinet, photography. Aunt Karen filled any lull in conver-
sation with an announcement of another singles championship won or another sation with an announcement of another singles championship won or another 
concerto mastered.concerto mastered.
 This didn’t seem to bother Dara at all. She had her sights set on a full  This didn’t seem to bother Dara at all. She had her sights set on a full 
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ride to Iowa State, where she planned to study law, and that would be success ride to Iowa State, where she planned to study law, and that would be success 
enough for her. Not so with Macy. She did well enough in school, and she liked enough for her. Not so with Macy. She did well enough in school, and she liked 
babysitting kids from church and helping Mom in the garden. But she’d never babysitting kids from church and helping Mom in the garden. But she’d never 
felt a strong pull toward anything that hinted at a future; she was not driven felt a strong pull toward anything that hinted at a future; she was not driven 
by the same ambition that powered Dara. The only passion she’d felt in a long by the same ambition that powered Dara. The only passion she’d felt in a long 
while was her growing anger that everything, in Karen’s eyes, was a competition.while was her growing anger that everything, in Karen’s eyes, was a competition.
 The duplexes outside Macy’s window gave way to the shittier apartments  The duplexes outside Macy’s window gave way to the shittier apartments 
of the outskirts and, eventually, to trees of vibrant orange and yellow as Dara of the outskirts and, eventually, to trees of vibrant orange and yellow as Dara 
guided the Jeep out of city limits. It was no more than 15 minutes to Gram’s from guided the Jeep out of city limits. It was no more than 15 minutes to Gram’s from 
the edge of Sterling, and the thought turned Macy’s stomach. Things had been the edge of Sterling, and the thought turned Macy’s stomach. Things had been 
so tense recently that Macy couldn’t even talk to Jen without the frustration so tense recently that Macy couldn’t even talk to Jen without the frustration 
boiling over and causing her to leave the room, fists clenched, seething.boiling over and causing her to leave the room, fists clenched, seething.
 It wasn’t Jen’s fault. She knew that. But she couldn’t help but feel that it  It wasn’t Jen’s fault. She knew that. But she couldn’t help but feel that it 
would restore some balance to the universe if her cousin could find just one would restore some balance to the universe if her cousin could find just one 
thing she wasn’t good at.thing she wasn’t good at.
 Sighing, she pushed the power button for the stereo. Her Katy Perry  Sighing, she pushed the power button for the stereo. Her Katy Perry 
album resumed where it had left off, mid-song.album resumed where it had left off, mid-song.
 “Absolutely not.” Dara wrinkled her nose and switched to the radio. A girl  “Absolutely not.” Dara wrinkled her nose and switched to the radio. A girl 
with a twang crooned soulfully about being cheated on.with a twang crooned soulfully about being cheated on.
 “You won’t listen to Katy Perry, but you’ll listen to this?” Macy protested.  “You won’t listen to Katy Perry, but you’ll listen to this?” Macy protested. 
She switched to another station in search of anything else.She switched to another station in search of anything else.
 “Hey!” Dara went back to the twanging girl. “This one’s good.” “Hey!” Dara went back to the twanging girl. “This one’s good.”
 “Betsy’s not compatible with country music, Dara. It’s just a fact. She’ll get  “Betsy’s not compatible with country music, Dara. It’s just a fact. She’ll get 
cranky and strand us somewhere.”cranky and strand us somewhere.”
 “For the last time, you’ve gotta stop calling her Betsy,” Dara said. “Makes  “For the last time, you’ve gotta stop calling her Betsy,” Dara said. “Makes 
her sound like an 18th-century hearse or something.”her sound like an 18th-century hearse or something.”
 “I don’t have to do jack shit,” said Macy. “I’ve been driving her a lot longer  “I don’t have to do jack shit,” said Macy. “I’ve been driving her a lot longer 
than you have. She knows her name. Now, will you please pick something else?”than you have. She knows her name. Now, will you please pick something else?”
 Dara rolled her eyes and switched off the radio. Sighing, Macy returned  Dara rolled her eyes and switched off the radio. Sighing, Macy returned 
her free hand to its former protective stance on the edge of the cherry pie.her free hand to its former protective stance on the edge of the cherry pie.
 She had never been asked to make something for the holidays before.  She had never been asked to make something for the holidays before. 
A few weeks ago, though, Gram had reached out to Mom, asking if the girls A few weeks ago, though, Gram had reached out to Mom, asking if the girls 
thought they could cover dessert duty for Thanksgiving this year. She was thought they could cover dessert duty for Thanksgiving this year. She was 
pushing 70, and the day spent cooking up the entire holiday feast took more pushing 70, and the day spent cooking up the entire holiday feast took more 
out of her than it had in years past.out of her than it had in years past.
 Gram would remain on turkey duty, but the sides were auctioned off to  Gram would remain on turkey duty, but the sides were auctioned off to 
different family members. Mom and Karen had agreed to meet at Gram’s early different family members. Mom and Karen had agreed to meet at Gram’s early 
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that Thanksgiving morning so that Karen could make the green bean casserole that Thanksgiving morning so that Karen could make the green bean casserole 
and dinner rolls while Mom made the mashed potatoes and the macaroni and and dinner rolls while Mom made the mashed potatoes and the macaroni and 
cheese. That left dessert for Macy, Dara, and Jen.cheese. That left dessert for Macy, Dara, and Jen.
 As soon as they’d accepted the responsibility, Karen encouraged the  As soon as they’d accepted the responsibility, Karen encouraged the 
girls to meet up the night before the holiday to bake together. Macy could not girls to meet up the night before the holiday to bake together. Macy could not 
have thought of something worse if she’d tried. She couldn’t remember the have thought of something worse if she’d tried. She couldn’t remember the 
excuse she’d made, only that Dara had had her back as she always did and that excuse she’d made, only that Dara had had her back as she always did and that 
they’d managed to get out of it. Macy could only imagine the stories she’d be they’d managed to get out of it. Macy could only imagine the stories she’d be 
subjected to while they cooked—tales of the time Jen became a master chef af-subjected to while they cooked—tales of the time Jen became a master chef af-
ter a week of cooking classes, no doubt. There was no way she was going to sign ter a week of cooking classes, no doubt. There was no way she was going to sign 
up for more time around Karen on purpose; Thanksgiving Day was going to be up for more time around Karen on purpose; Thanksgiving Day was going to be 
bad enough.bad enough.
 Karen had told the twins that Jen would be bringing a pumpkin pie. Too  Karen had told the twins that Jen would be bringing a pumpkin pie. Too 
easy, in Macy’s opinion. All you had to do was pour the filling into the crust and easy, in Macy’s opinion. All you had to do was pour the filling into the crust and 
let the oven do all the work. Macy had chosen to make a cherry pie instead. let the oven do all the work. Macy had chosen to make a cherry pie instead. 
She’d covered the nine-inch masterpiece in her lap with a latticework of impec-She’d covered the nine-inch masterpiece in her lap with a latticework of impec-
cably straight strips of dough, and here and there, she’d tucked in an intricate cably straight strips of dough, and here and there, she’d tucked in an intricate 
pie-crust rosebud. They had come out exactly how she wanted – a beautiful, pie-crust rosebud. They had come out exactly how she wanted – a beautiful, 
crisp gold on the edges, just barely glazed from the sugar that topped it.crisp gold on the edges, just barely glazed from the sugar that topped it.
 “You really think this’ll be enough?” Macy said. “I feel like maybe you  “You really think this’ll be enough?” Macy said. “I feel like maybe you 
should have made something.”should have made something.”
 “Sure. There’s only seven of us. How much dessert could we possibly  “Sure. There’s only seven of us. How much dessert could we possibly 
need?”need?”
 “I just hope Karen doesn’t say anything.” “I just hope Karen doesn’t say anything.”
 “Karen always has something to say, Mace. You know that by now. Be- “Karen always has something to say, Mace. You know that by now. Be-
sides, once everyone gets a taste of your pie, they’re not going to want to eat sides, once everyone gets a taste of your pie, they’re not going to want to eat 
anything else. That little taste of filling you gave me was amazing. And have you anything else. That little taste of filling you gave me was amazing. And have you 
looked at the thing? It belongs on MasterChef.” Macy nodded without really looked at the thing? It belongs on MasterChef.” Macy nodded without really 
hearing her. The sooner this day was over, the sooner she could breathe again.hearing her. The sooner this day was over, the sooner she could breathe again.
 “Hey.” Dara noticed. She always did. She reached over and squeezed  “Hey.” Dara noticed. She always did. She reached over and squeezed 
Macy’s knee. “It’s gonna be fine.” She turned to look at her and smiled. Macy Macy’s knee. “It’s gonna be fine.” She turned to look at her and smiled. Macy 
managed a small smile of her own back. Each’s eyes were on the other, and so managed a small smile of her own back. Each’s eyes were on the other, and so 
neither saw the deer until it lurched into the left headlight. Macy screamed. neither saw the deer until it lurched into the left headlight. Macy screamed. 
Dara yanked the wheel toward the shoulder. Just shy of the ditch, they stopped. Dara yanked the wheel toward the shoulder. Just shy of the ditch, they stopped. 
The smell of hot rubber came in through the vents.The smell of hot rubber came in through the vents.
 When she could breathe again, Macy took stock of herself. Nothing hurt,  When she could breathe again, Macy took stock of herself. Nothing hurt, 
but her hand was wet. She brought it closer to her face but couldn’t understand but her hand was wet. She brought it closer to her face but couldn’t understand 
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the red oozing down her wrist. What the hell? She was fine. Probably not even the red oozing down her wrist. What the hell? She was fine. Probably not even 
any bruises, so why—any bruises, so why—
 The pie. Oh, God, the pie. The pie. Oh, God, the pie.
 Macy leaned forward and turned the pie right side up on the floor- Macy leaned forward and turned the pie right side up on the floor-
boards. It looked as though a bear had swiped a paw across her painstaking-boards. It looked as though a bear had swiped a paw across her painstaking-
ly-laid crust. The rosebuds in the pie’s center had been smashed into the filling, ly-laid crust. The rosebuds in the pie’s center had been smashed into the filling, 
baptized in red. The latticework had been smashed into unrecognizable lumps baptized in red. The latticework had been smashed into unrecognizable lumps 
of dough where Macy’s hand had broken the surface in her attempts to keep of dough where Macy’s hand had broken the surface in her attempts to keep 
her masterpiece from going flying.her masterpiece from going flying.
 A thick smear of scarlet covered one knee of her jeans. The stain would  A thick smear of scarlet covered one knee of her jeans. The stain would 
never come out. She could only sit there silently and look at the stupid pie, her never come out. She could only sit there silently and look at the stupid pie, her 
pulse in her ears.pulse in her ears.
 “You poor thing,” Dara whispered. “You poor thing,” Dara whispered.
 “I know,” Macy managed despite her constricting throat. “I know,” Macy managed despite her constricting throat.
 “Do you think she’s dead?” “Do you think she’s dead?”
 Oh. Of course. The poor deer. Here she was, grieving a dessert when  Oh. Of course. The poor deer. Here she was, grieving a dessert when 
there was a good chance a life had been lost. Macy turned to Dara to find her there was a good chance a life had been lost. Macy turned to Dara to find her 
face buried in her hands. She was the I-brake-for-squirrels type, the kind of per-face buried in her hands. She was the I-brake-for-squirrels type, the kind of per-
son who cried watching ASPCA commercials and fed every stray cat she saw. son who cried watching ASPCA commercials and fed every stray cat she saw. 
Macy could only imagine the guilt she was feeling.Macy could only imagine the guilt she was feeling.
 She put a hand on Dara’s shoulder. “Turn on your hazards and call Uncle  She put a hand on Dara’s shoulder. “Turn on your hazards and call Uncle 
Dennis,” she said gently. “I’ll go check on the deer.”Dennis,” she said gently. “I’ll go check on the deer.”
 Route V cut through fields dotted with cows and sagging, graying barns  Route V cut through fields dotted with cows and sagging, graying barns 
and little else. Still, Macy checked both ways before crossing the cracked yellow and little else. Still, Macy checked both ways before crossing the cracked yellow 
lines on the asphalt.lines on the asphalt.
 There—a nut-brown creature slumped on the shoulder, its head lolling  There—a nut-brown creature slumped on the shoulder, its head lolling 
downhill into the grass. She squatted and stared intently at the doe’s sides, downhill into the grass. She squatted and stared intently at the doe’s sides, 
praying, for Dara’s sake, for the bellows of its ribs to inflate, for it to stumble to its praying, for Dara’s sake, for the bellows of its ribs to inflate, for it to stumble to its 
feet and bolt into the timber like deer were supposed to. She gave it a minute, feet and bolt into the timber like deer were supposed to. She gave it a minute, 
but it remained still. Macy righted herself and returned to Dara, who now stood but it remained still. Macy righted herself and returned to Dara, who now stood 
against the driver’s side door.against the driver’s side door.
 Dara could see the deer from where she stood, but she still raised her  Dara could see the deer from where she stood, but she still raised her 
eyebrows hopefully as Macy approached.eyebrows hopefully as Macy approached.
 Macy shook her head. “It didn’t suffer, I don’t think.” Macy shook her head. “It didn’t suffer, I don’t think.”
 Dara’s brown eyes glinted with unshed tears. “Uncle Dennis is on his way.  Dara’s brown eyes glinted with unshed tears. “Uncle Dennis is on his way. 
He and Jen just left the house.” Her voice was as small as the shards of glassy He and Jen just left the house.” Her voice was as small as the shards of glassy 
plastic scattered underfoot. plastic scattered underfoot. 
 Their aunt and uncle only lived about five minutes away from Gram’s  Their aunt and uncle only lived about five minutes away from Gram’s 
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house. It was some small comfort to know that Karen was already there, obliv-house. It was some small comfort to know that Karen was already there, obliv-
ious for now to what had just happened, but Macy felt compelled to get rid of ious for now to what had just happened, but Macy felt compelled to get rid of 
what evidence she could.what evidence she could.
 She opened the passenger door and picked up what was left of the pie.  She opened the passenger door and picked up what was left of the pie. 
Stepping to the very edge of the ditch, she wound up and hurled the pie tin into Stepping to the very edge of the ditch, she wound up and hurled the pie tin into 
the surrounding woods. It made a shivering sound upon colliding with the trunk the surrounding woods. It made a shivering sound upon colliding with the trunk 
of an oak.of an oak.
 She’d hoped it would make her feel better. Tears shouldn’t have been  She’d hoped it would make her feel better. Tears shouldn’t have been 
forming in her eyes. Macy wiped them with the back of her clean hand and forming in her eyes. Macy wiped them with the back of her clean hand and 
tucked her long, dark hair behind her ears. It was just a pie. Thanksgiving would tucked her long, dark hair behind her ears. It was just a pie. Thanksgiving would 
go on, she knew. But she could hear Aunt Karen now, waxing about Jen’s spot-go on, she knew. But she could hear Aunt Karen now, waxing about Jen’s spot-
less driving record, praising God that they still had at least one dessert to eat.less driving record, praising God that they still had at least one dessert to eat.
 She was still standing at the edge of the ditch when Uncle Dennis’s black  She was still standing at the edge of the ditch when Uncle Dennis’s black 
truck rolled onto the shoulder behind the Jeep. She heard both doors slam truck rolled onto the shoulder behind the Jeep. She heard both doors slam 
shut.shut.
 “Are you girls okay?” Dennis asked Dara. “Are you girls okay?” Dennis asked Dara.
 “Yeah. A little shaken, but yeah. The headlight’s busted, but I don’t know if  “Yeah. A little shaken, but yeah. The headlight’s busted, but I don’t know if 
hitting the deer...” Dara paused for a moment, collecting herself. “I don’t know if hitting the deer...” Dara paused for a moment, collecting herself. “I don’t know if 
there’s any other damage. Cars aren’t my thing.”there’s any other damage. Cars aren’t my thing.”
 “I’ll have a look,” their uncle said. “Macy? You all right over there?” “I’ll have a look,” their uncle said. “Macy? You all right over there?”
 Macy turned toward her family but said nothing. Dennis, taking in her  Macy turned toward her family but said nothing. Dennis, taking in her 
cherry-smeared clothes, paled.cherry-smeared clothes, paled.
 “Holy shit. What happened to you?” he said. “Holy shit. What happened to you?” he said.
 “The pie happened,” Macy told him. “It’s just cherry filling. I’m fine.” She  “The pie happened,” Macy told him. “It’s just cherry filling. I’m fine.” She 
locked eyes with Jen, who stood beside her father, looking as concerned as he locked eyes with Jen, who stood beside her father, looking as concerned as he 
was. Jen didn’t look away.was. Jen didn’t look away.
 Uncle Dennis didn’t think the deer had done any mechanical damage  Uncle Dennis didn’t think the deer had done any mechanical damage 
to the Jeep, but he insisted on being the one to drive it the rest of the way to to the Jeep, but he insisted on being the one to drive it the rest of the way to 
Gram’s just in case.Gram’s just in case.
 “Jen, babe, why don’t you take Macy back to the house and get her  “Jen, babe, why don’t you take Macy back to the house and get her 
something clean to wear?” he suggested. “She’ll give your mother a heart attack something clean to wear?” he suggested. “She’ll give your mother a heart attack 
looking like that. Dara and I will go on ahead to Gram’s.”looking like that. Dara and I will go on ahead to Gram’s.”
 “Oh, for God’s sake,” Macy said under her breath. She wiped her red- “Oh, for God’s sake,” Macy said under her breath. She wiped her red-
smeared hand across her already-ruined jeans and yanked open the passenger smeared hand across her already-ruined jeans and yanked open the passenger 
door of the truck. One on one time with Jen. Just her luck.door of the truck. One on one time with Jen. Just her luck.
 “Are you really okay?” Jen finally spoke up after several minutes of driving  “Are you really okay?” Jen finally spoke up after several minutes of driving 
in silence.in silence.
 Macy snorted. “Yeah. Just perfect. I’m going to have to explain to your  Macy snorted. “Yeah. Just perfect. I’m going to have to explain to your 
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mom why I don’t have a pie and why we’re showing up to Thanksgiving after mom why I don’t have a pie and why we’re showing up to Thanksgiving after 
everyone else. I can’t wait.”everyone else. I can’t wait.”
 Jen paused for a moment. “Why do you care what she says so much? It  Jen paused for a moment. “Why do you care what she says so much? It 
could have happened to anyone.”could have happened to anyone.”
 “Well, it happened to me,” Macy snapped. “You have no idea how sick I  “Well, it happened to me,” Macy snapped. “You have no idea how sick I 
am of sitting there listening to her tell me how great you are and how average I am of sitting there listening to her tell me how great you are and how average I 
am by proxy. I worked so hard on that pie to get her off my back, and now I have am by proxy. I worked so hard on that pie to get her off my back, and now I have 
nothing to show for it.” She swiped at her eyes again, embarrassed. nothing to show for it.” She swiped at her eyes again, embarrassed. 
 Jen bit her lip, considering. “You know... You may be right, but you have  Jen bit her lip, considering. “You know... You may be right, but you have 
no idea how much I wish I could tell her to shut the fuck up sometimes.”no idea how much I wish I could tell her to shut the fuck up sometimes.”
 Macy whipped her head around to look at her normally soft-spoken  Macy whipped her head around to look at her normally soft-spoken 
cousin in shock. She was so surprised that—she couldn’t help it—she chuckled. cousin in shock. She was so surprised that—she couldn’t help it—she chuckled. 
Once she’d started, no matter how much she tried to remember that this was a Once she’d started, no matter how much she tried to remember that this was a 
serious conversation, she couldn’t stop.serious conversation, she couldn’t stop.
 Jen cracked a smile, letting out a giggle of her own. Macy finally collect- Jen cracked a smile, letting out a giggle of her own. Macy finally collect-
ed herself, sighing.ed herself, sighing.
 “Man, why can’t we just talk to each other like this all the time?” she said. “Man, why can’t we just talk to each other like this all the time?” she said.
 “I don’t know,” said Jen, “but I’d like to do it more often. I know you’re not  “I don’t know,” said Jen, “but I’d like to do it more often. I know you’re not 
my biggest fan, Macy, but I would be content to never bring up that I got first my biggest fan, Macy, but I would be content to never bring up that I got first 
chair in the symphony, or that I won a tennis championship this summer. I just chair in the symphony, or that I won a tennis championship this summer. I just 
enjoy doing those things. Me winning matters way more to my mom than it enjoy doing those things. Me winning matters way more to my mom than it 
does to me.”does to me.”
 This was news to Macy. Jen had never corrected Karen, at least not in  This was news to Macy. Jen had never corrected Karen, at least not in 
front of the twins. Macy had taken her silence for approval.front of the twins. Macy had taken her silence for approval.
 “I’m sorry,” she said. “I’ve been kind of awful to you, haven’t I?” “I’m sorry,” she said. “I’ve been kind of awful to you, haven’t I?”
 They turned onto the long gravel drive leading to Jen’s house. Jen wasn’t  They turned onto the long gravel drive leading to Jen’s house. Jen wasn’t 
smiling anymore. “A little. Yeah.”smiling anymore. “A little. Yeah.”
 “I’m sorry,” Macy said again. “Really. That isn’t fair to you. If I’m mad at any- “I’m sorry,” Macy said again. “Really. That isn’t fair to you. If I’m mad at any-
body, it should be Karen. I’ve been dreading this day for a month because I have body, it should be Karen. I’ve been dreading this day for a month because I have 
to be around her.”to be around her.”
 “Not because you have to be around me?” Her cousin’s voice shook a  “Not because you have to be around me?” Her cousin’s voice shook a 
little.little.
 “Nah. You’re not so bad.” Macy gave her a small smile. “Nah. You’re not so bad.” Macy gave her a small smile.
 Jen visibly relaxed. They had reached the end of the gravel drive, and she  Jen visibly relaxed. They had reached the end of the gravel drive, and she 
put the truck in park.put the truck in park.
 “Come on,” she said. “Let’s find you something clean to wear. A little less  “Come on,” she said. “Let’s find you something clean to wear. A little less 
crime scene.” She grinned.crime scene.” She grinned.
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The Oak Table’s Scars           

Gwen Lack
The lawyer asked you what you wanted.The lawyer asked you what you wanted.
  
And you thought about your afflictions. Your husband said, And you thought about your afflictions. Your husband said, I love you—I am I love you—I am 
smittensmitten, yet when he slapped you—you felt no love. You did feel blood, tasted , yet when he slapped you—you felt no love. You did feel blood, tasted 
iron. Felt the purples and greens grow under your skin. Saying his dictum, iron. Felt the purples and greens grow under your skin. Saying his dictum, I I 
am smitten with you—but look what you made me do.am smitten with you—but look what you made me do. And he does nothing for  And he does nothing for 
you. you. 

You do everything for him. Cook for him—different from you. The smell curls You do everything for him. Cook for him—different from you. The smell curls 
your stomach. The frying pan full of grease and dead carcass pops and leaves your stomach. The frying pan full of grease and dead carcass pops and leaves 
more burns than you can count, resembling age spots at 30. You make that more burns than you can count, resembling age spots at 30. You make that 
food. You clean up. He shatters the white ceramic plate masterpiece. He food. You clean up. He shatters the white ceramic plate masterpiece. He 
smashes the plate with bluebirds against the dark oak table—his heirloom.smashes the plate with bluebirds against the dark oak table—his heirloom.

The heirloom. The sticker tucked under the table when cleaning up the The heirloom. The sticker tucked under the table when cleaning up the 
shards. The shards of your great grandmother’s china—real heirlooms. shards. The shards of your great grandmother’s china—real heirlooms. 
Your grandmother handed you the box. The bluebirds match your eyes, her Your grandmother handed you the box. The bluebirds match your eyes, her 
hand-painted birds, priceless turquoise Wedgewood. His table, Walmart, hand-painted birds, priceless turquoise Wedgewood. His table, Walmart, 
even had the sale price of one penny under $200 still on it.even had the sale price of one penny under $200 still on it.

For a moment, you sneered at the thing; his heirloom dark sun-burnt ta-For a moment, you sneered at the thing; his heirloom dark sun-burnt ta-
ble. The chip he left when he crumbled the plate that night left a whitened ble. The chip he left when he crumbled the plate that night left a whitened 
notch. The notch from his forced throw. The oak table that you sat at in silence notch. The notch from his forced throw. The oak table that you sat at in silence 
that night because he frightened you.that night because he frightened you.

He frightened you—with violence and words. The table and you had an under-He frightened you—with violence and words. The table and you had an under-
standing—the chip was not the only one. You noticed the scars and scratches standing—the chip was not the only one. You noticed the scars and scratches 
all over the thing. The marks on the table—the affliction behind it. You texted all over the thing. The marks on the table—the affliction behind it. You texted 
your mother 911 when your husband chucked that plate and “smudged” the your mother 911 when your husband chucked that plate and “smudged” the 
table, as he put it. The scars he left on you and the table that night aren’t all table, as he put it. The scars he left on you and the table that night aren’t all 
visible. Some are only for your mother to know.visible. Some are only for your mother to know.
  
You stood and left that day. You told your lawyer, You stood and left that day. You told your lawyer, The oak table, I can’t leave The oak table, I can’t leave 
her behind.her behind.
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I Missed the Funeral
Dominick Reed Jr.
because I forgot how much my mother loved blackberries,because I forgot how much my mother loved blackberries,

just as my father had worshiped cherries.just as my father had worshiped cherries.

Back when our worries were cloudedBack when our worries were clouded

by her sweet voice,by her sweet voice,

and he still found time to rejoice.and he still found time to rejoice.

  

Oh, how simple it was to walk on sunshine,Oh, how simple it was to walk on sunshine,

yet I forgot how much he clung to that whiskey glassyet I forgot how much he clung to that whiskey glass

just as she loved taking up a dancing class.just as she loved taking up a dancing class.

  

Oh, how she would dance,Oh, how she would dance,

but he rewarded not one glance.but he rewarded not one glance.

Their love was near the cliffTheir love was near the cliff

and these thoughts,and these thoughts,

ancient hieroglyphs.ancient hieroglyphs.
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Flesh and Bone    

Darius Wallis

It’s a little embarrassing that I have to scar my skin toIt’s a little embarrassing that I have to scar my skin to

understand I’m as powerful as the Vatican.understand I’m as powerful as the Vatican.

I don’t mean to be sacrilegious,I don’t mean to be sacrilegious,

nevermind the philosophy,nevermind the philosophy,

time is money,time is money,

digits.digits.

I use my body like a machine,I use my body like a machine,

clock in.clock in.

clock out.clock out.

Focus on routine,Focus on routine,

soothe ADHD,soothe ADHD,

the universe absorbed in war and peace,the universe absorbed in war and peace,

I exhaust my brain just to be able to think.I exhaust my brain just to be able to think.

Medicate on OTMedicate on OT

burnt out OD on the money.burnt out OD on the money.

Give it away war and peace.Give it away war and peace.

I know it’s hard for people on the streets.I know it’s hard for people on the streets.

Fuck it—when I die,Fuck it—when I die,

don’t put money on my tombstone.don’t put money on my tombstone.

Burn my body.Burn my body.

Ashes to ashes, flesh and bone.Ashes to ashes, flesh and bone.
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Wire my money,Wire my money,

give voices to the unknown,give voices to the unknown,

help plant seeds.help plant seeds.

Stack savings like a coliseum.Stack savings like a coliseum.

When my soul leaves my body, use it to build aWhen my soul leaves my body, use it to build a

Real Museum.Real Museum.

W i t h e r e d   / /  E t t a  M a r t i n
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queen         

Anne Davies
last nightlast night

I sacrificed my legI sacrificed my leg

let loose from the coverslet loose from the covers

to the demonto the demon

under the bedunder the bed

scales a rustlescales a rustle

lips a slatherlips a slather

he was sated by that single pinionhe was sated by that single pinion

all is wellall is well

in my dream kingdomin my dream kingdom

where no one has legswhere no one has legs

I alone can hopI alone can hop

crowning me crowning me 

queen queen 
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M o o d y  D u d e   / /  H e a t h e r  D a u g h e r t y
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Rocking Chair      

Anne Davies
a still rocking chair defeats its purposea still rocking chair defeats its purpose

 age should rock gently and contemplate age should rock gently and contemplate

age should rock gently and contemplateage should rock gently and contemplate

  not a vital bleeping screen   not a vital bleeping screen 

 not a vital heartbeat screen  not a vital heartbeat screen 

 not racing rushing to fix the flat line not racing rushing to fix the flat line

  not rushing racing to cure the flat line  not rushing racing to cure the flat line

  lie still    building pressure   take your meds   lie still    building pressure   take your meds 

 lie still   counting pressure   take your meds lie still   counting pressure   take your meds

 too many pills destroy memory too many pills destroy memory

  too many pills deny memory  too many pills deny memory

  endless treatment defies contemplation   endless treatment defies contemplation 

 endless treatment withers contemplation  endless treatment withers contemplation 

 a still rocking chair defeats its purpose a still rocking chair defeats its purpose
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What to Expect When You’re What to Expect When You’re 
Not ExpectingNot Expecting          

Mariam HessMariam Hess

I try to convince myself that crumb-free sheetsI try to convince myself that crumb-free sheets

are worth a quiet house.are worth a quiet house.

I play housewife in between clocking inI play housewife in between clocking in

and clocking outand clocking out

but there’s not much house to wife without someone crying in it.but there’s not much house to wife without someone crying in it.

There’s a cold room downstairsThere’s a cold room downstairs

painted purple.painted purple.

It used to be a stash of here’s something for a little one,It used to be a stash of here’s something for a little one,

a trove of pink and blue leftovers.a trove of pink and blue leftovers.

The treadmill lives there now.The treadmill lives there now.

My closet hoards a boxMy closet hoards a box

full of forgotten sleeves, still on needles,full of forgotten sleeves, still on needles,

a folded quilt, half bound. I take out my shameful stasha folded quilt, half bound. I take out my shameful stash

just to touch it, just to remember how it feltjust to touch it, just to remember how it felt

to start each project, full of future.to start each project, full of future.
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Blood JuneBlood June
Summer KenneySummer Kenney
  

 Blood never did bother me, not mine or anyone else’s. It was warm, Blood never did bother me, not mine or anyone else’s. It was warm, 
and vibrant, and made me feel connected to everyone. Plus, it tasted like and vibrant, and made me feel connected to everyone. Plus, it tasted like 
metal, which is cool when you're eleven. There was lots of blood that sum-metal, which is cool when you're eleven. There was lots of blood that sum-
mer, the summer I turned 11, so I guess it was a good thing I wasn't squea-mer, the summer I turned 11, so I guess it was a good thing I wasn't squea-
mish. I spent most of my time outside. I felt a special kinship with the trees. mish. I spent most of my time outside. I felt a special kinship with the trees. 
I could lie on my back and stare into their depths, and they would dance for I could lie on my back and stare into their depths, and they would dance for 
me, their leaves shimmering sunlight into shapes and shadows. I would walk me, their leaves shimmering sunlight into shapes and shadows. I would walk 
for hours through the wooded area behind our small brick rancher, talking to for hours through the wooded area behind our small brick rancher, talking to 
the trees, naming them, tracing their thick bark coats with my index finger, the trees, naming them, tracing their thick bark coats with my index finger, 
marveling at the tenderness of my own flesh in comparison. marveling at the tenderness of my own flesh in comparison. 
 That day in June, I had found a particularly old and gnarled oak that  That day in June, I had found a particularly old and gnarled oak that 
was massive. His bark stuck out like jagged armor up and up and up, so high was massive. His bark stuck out like jagged armor up and up and up, so high 
I couldn't see the V where his heart sat. I ran my fingers in and out of the I couldn't see the V where his heart sat. I ran my fingers in and out of the 
creases as the sweat trickled down my neck and along my spine to where my creases as the sweat trickled down my neck and along my spine to where my 
“Tuesday” underwear band dug into my bony hips. “Tuesday” underwear band dug into my bony hips. 
 It was too hot for June, and too still. I pressed the soft pad of my finger  It was too hot for June, and too still. I pressed the soft pad of my finger 
harder into the bark. The air was heavy. My pulse quickened as I tested my harder into the bark. The air was heavy. My pulse quickened as I tested my 
frame to that of my oak brother. Harder I pressed, intent, focused as my skin frame to that of my oak brother. Harder I pressed, intent, focused as my skin 
gave way suddenly and in its place a sudden rush of bright red, making a gave way suddenly and in its place a sudden rush of bright red, making a 
perfect pool. I flipped my hand over and watched as the pool dripped slowly, perfect pool. I flipped my hand over and watched as the pool dripped slowly, 
adding splashes of crimson to the emerald foliage at my feet. adding splashes of crimson to the emerald foliage at my feet. 
 Wiping my hand on my dirty overall shorts, I frowned into the cloud- Wiping my hand on my dirty overall shorts, I frowned into the cloud-
less sky. Something wasn't right. None of the trees were dancing, not one. less sky. Something wasn't right. None of the trees were dancing, not one. 
I looked towards our house and thought of my mama. She was even softer I looked towards our house and thought of my mama. She was even softer 
than me, her skin like ivory and her eyes like the sky with a belly as big as the than me, her skin like ivory and her eyes like the sky with a belly as big as the 
giant rubber ball I got at Walmart, filled full of my little brother who would be giant rubber ball I got at Walmart, filled full of my little brother who would be 
here any day. Then I thought of the blood on the leaves at my feet and felt here any day. Then I thought of the blood on the leaves at my feet and felt 
embarrassed, so I scuffed the toe of my shoe into the ground until I couldn't embarrassed, so I scuffed the toe of my shoe into the ground until I couldn't 
see it anymore. I headed home suddenly feeling small and a little scared.see it anymore. I headed home suddenly feeling small and a little scared.
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 By the time I reached the screen door that led to our back porch, I was  By the time I reached the screen door that led to our back porch, I was 
so hot, I felt sick to my stomach. I banged inside and headed for the kitchen.so hot, I felt sick to my stomach. I banged inside and headed for the kitchen.
 “Sunshine? Is that you?” Mama called from the bedroom. “Sunshine? Is that you?” Mama called from the bedroom.
 “Yep!” I poured myself a big glass of water and held my head over the  “Yep!” I poured myself a big glass of water and held my head over the 
sink as I dumped half over my head before I chugged the rest in one breath-sink as I dumped half over my head before I chugged the rest in one breath-
less gulp.less gulp.
 “Could you please come back here for a minute?” “Could you please come back here for a minute?”
 “Yep.”  “Yep.” 
 Mama was sitting in bed wearing her light blue dress, the one with  Mama was sitting in bed wearing her light blue dress, the one with 
the tiny pink roses all over it. The box fan in the window was blowing the pag-the tiny pink roses all over it. The box fan in the window was blowing the pag-
es of her book on the bedside table and it looked like a ghost was reading es of her book on the bedside table and it looked like a ghost was reading 
really quickly. I walked over to the edge of the bed and jumped, trying to get really quickly. I walked over to the edge of the bed and jumped, trying to get 
both of my knees to land at the same time on the mattress. They did.both of my knees to land at the same time on the mattress. They did.
 “I wanted to let you know that my midwife is coming over in a bit to  “I wanted to let you know that my midwife is coming over in a bit to 
check on your baby brother, make sure everything is going okay, but until check on your baby brother, make sure everything is going okay, but until 
she comes, I'm going to need to stay here in bed. Can you make yourself she comes, I'm going to need to stay here in bed. Can you make yourself 
lunch?”lunch?”
 “Okay,” I said, but it didn't really feel okay. Mama's belly, like the trees,  “Okay,” I said, but it didn't really feel okay. Mama's belly, like the trees, 
wasn't dancing and I didn't like that. Everything was too still today, too heavy.wasn't dancing and I didn't like that. Everything was too still today, too heavy.
 “Can I watch TV?” “Can I watch TV?”
 “Sure, Sweetheart.” “Sure, Sweetheart.”
 “Thanks.” I kissed her cool, smooth cheek before I swung my long legs  “Thanks.” I kissed her cool, smooth cheek before I swung my long legs 
off the bed and headed out the door, but not before I glanced into her big off the bed and headed out the door, but not before I glanced into her big 
wicker laundry hamper. There was Mama's favorite white nightgown... and wicker laundry hamper. There was Mama's favorite white nightgown... and 
blood, lots of it, jumping off the white like an accusation. I turned back, but blood, lots of it, jumping off the white like an accusation. I turned back, but 
she had already picked up her book, so I just closed the door behind me she had already picked up her book, so I just closed the door behind me 
quietly and went to watch TV. quietly and went to watch TV. 
 We only got six channels on a good day, but I managed to find some- We only got six channels on a good day, but I managed to find some-
thing to hold my attention. So much so that at first, I didn't notice the thing to hold my attention. So much so that at first, I didn't notice the 
change. But when the screen door blew open and then slammed shut I change. But when the screen door blew open and then slammed shut I 
nearly jumped out of my skin. I clicked off the TV and walked over to the door nearly jumped out of my skin. I clicked off the TV and walked over to the door 
that was flapping like a loose tooth on its hinges. My trees were no longer that was flapping like a loose tooth on its hinges. My trees were no longer 
still. Neither were they dancing. They were jerking about like crazy banshees still. Neither were they dancing. They were jerking about like crazy banshees 
while their arms were being ripped off and tossed about. The sky looked sick, while their arms were being ripped off and tossed about. The sky looked sick, 
like it had ridden the Ferris wheel too many times, a kind of pale green that like it had ridden the Ferris wheel too many times, a kind of pale green that 
made goosebumps spread up the back of my neck. made goosebumps spread up the back of my neck. 
 The phone rang. I closed the screen door and the big wooden one  The phone rang. I closed the screen door and the big wooden one 
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and ran to the kitchen.and ran to the kitchen.
 “Hello?” “Hello?”
 “Hey, Sweetheart. It's Poppa.” “Hey, Sweetheart. It's Poppa.”
 “Hi, Poppa.” “Hi, Poppa.”
 “Hey. Listen, I need to talk to Mama, is she there?” “Hey. Listen, I need to talk to Mama, is she there?”
 “She's laying down.” I felt my stomach flip, so I added quietly, “I don't  “She's laying down.” I felt my stomach flip, so I added quietly, “I don't 
think she's feeling well.”think she's feeling well.”
 “Okay, don't wake her up. Just please let her know when she does wake  “Okay, don't wake her up. Just please let her know when she does wake 
up that the highway is closed because of some downed power lines so I'm up that the highway is closed because of some downed power lines so I'm 
not going to be home for a while.”not going to be home for a while.”
 He paused and I was aware of how hot my breath felt on the phone. I  He paused and I was aware of how hot my breath felt on the phone. I 
counted three hot breaths before he continued.counted three hot breaths before he continued.
 “It looks like this is going to be a nasty storm, Sunshine. Do you know  “It looks like this is going to be a nasty storm, Sunshine. Do you know 
where the flashlights are?”where the flashlights are?”
 “Yeah.” “Yeah.”
 “Okay. There's extra batteries in the drawer by the stove.” “Okay. There's extra batteries in the drawer by the stove.”
 “Okay.” “Okay.”
 “Don't hesitate to go down to the fruit cellar if you get nervous. Better  “Don't hesitate to go down to the fruit cellar if you get nervous. Better 
safe than sorry.”safe than sorry.”
 “Okay.” “Okay.”
 “Okay. I love you. I'll see you soon.” “Okay. I love you. I'll see you soon.”
 “Love you too. Bye.” “Love you too. Bye.”
 I clicked the phone into its cradle and tiptoed down the hall.  I clicked the phone into its cradle and tiptoed down the hall. 
  Slowly, I opened the door to peek on Mama. She was pacing back   Slowly, I opened the door to peek on Mama. She was pacing back 
and forth across the room. Her eyes were dark and serious. Her breathing and forth across the room. Her eyes were dark and serious. Her breathing 
sounded like it kept getting stuck in her chest and had to work hard to find sounded like it kept getting stuck in her chest and had to work hard to find 
its way out of her lips. She stopped walking and blew out a long, slow breath its way out of her lips. She stopped walking and blew out a long, slow breath 
that came out easily.that came out easily.
 “Mama?” I asked as I opened the door wider. “Mama?” I asked as I opened the door wider.
 “Hey, Sunshine.” Mama smiled and sighed as though I woke her up  “Hey, Sunshine.” Mama smiled and sighed as though I woke her up 
from a dream. “Is your Poppa home yet?”from a dream. “Is your Poppa home yet?”
 “He called.” I felt that sick feeling again. “He said he won't be home  “He called.” I felt that sick feeling again. “He said he won't be home 
until late. He said to make sure we have batteries in the flashlights ’cause the until late. He said to make sure we have batteries in the flashlights ’cause the 
storm looks bad.” storm looks bad.” 
 Mama opened her mouth to answer, but before any words could  Mama opened her mouth to answer, but before any words could 
come out, that faraway look came into her eyes and she let out a long, low come out, that faraway look came into her eyes and she let out a long, low 
moan. She grabbed onto the back of the rocking chair in the corner so hard moan. She grabbed onto the back of the rocking chair in the corner so hard 
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her fingers started to turn purple. I thought of my finger pressed against the her fingers started to turn purple. I thought of my finger pressed against the 
bark, thought about how tender we were, with our skin like paper. Quickly, bark, thought about how tender we were, with our skin like paper. Quickly, 
instinctively, I reached my hand up and rested it firmly, low down on Mama's instinctively, I reached my hand up and rested it firmly, low down on Mama's 
back. It covered eight pink flowers. Her hands were shaking and sweat was back. It covered eight pink flowers. Her hands were shaking and sweat was 
forming drops on her forehead. Rain was forming drops on the window.forming drops on her forehead. Rain was forming drops on the window.
 The doorbell rang. The doorbell rang.
 “Sandra!” Mama sagged in relief and I ran to let the midwife in. As I  “Sandra!” Mama sagged in relief and I ran to let the midwife in. As I 
turned the doorknob, a gust of wind jerked it out of my hands and slammed turned the doorknob, a gust of wind jerked it out of my hands and slammed 
it against the porch wall. Sandra was standing there smelling like our spice it against the porch wall. Sandra was standing there smelling like our spice 
drawer, with her bags in her hand. Behind her off in the distance I could see drawer, with her bags in her hand. Behind her off in the distance I could see 
angry black clouds boiling over the horizon like smoke from a witch’s caul-angry black clouds boiling over the horizon like smoke from a witch’s caul-
dron. She nodded and smiled her Trust me smile as she slipped her wet dron. She nodded and smiled her Trust me smile as she slipped her wet 
shoes off and followed me down the hall.shoes off and followed me down the hall.
 Mama was moaning again, but now the noise was lower, almost like a  Mama was moaning again, but now the noise was lower, almost like a 
growl. She was on her hands and knees in the bed, her round bottom swing-growl. She was on her hands and knees in the bed, her round bottom swing-
ing back and forth in the sticky air. Sandra unzipped her bags and pulled out ing back and forth in the sticky air. Sandra unzipped her bags and pulled out 
her stethoscope. Leaning close to Mama, she asked her questions I couldn't her stethoscope. Leaning close to Mama, she asked her questions I couldn't 
quite make out as she listened and pressed on her big white belly. quite make out as she listened and pressed on her big white belly. 
 Turning suddenly to me she said in a voice full of calm and authority,  Turning suddenly to me she said in a voice full of calm and authority, 
“Sunshine. I need you to go and get your Mama a big glass of water to drink “Sunshine. I need you to go and get your Mama a big glass of water to drink 
and a bowl full of cool water with some clean cloth. I also need a big empty and a bowl full of cool water with some clean cloth. I also need a big empty 
bowl and three clean towels. Can you do that?”bowl and three clean towels. Can you do that?”
 I nodded yes and ran as fast as I could to get a glass of water to Mama  I nodded yes and ran as fast as I could to get a glass of water to Mama 
first before I began to gather supplies, but I stopped short outside the door first before I began to gather supplies, but I stopped short outside the door 
when I heard Mama's raised voice. when I heard Mama's raised voice. 
 “I can't do that! We have to get to the hospital! We have to.'' She  “I can't do that! We have to get to the hospital! We have to.'' She 
sounded like a little kid and it scared me.sounded like a little kid and it scared me.
 “Lynn, look at me.” Sandra grabbed my Mama's face and looked into  “Lynn, look at me.” Sandra grabbed my Mama's face and looked into 
her eyes.her eyes.
 “We can't get to the hospital; the baby’s too close, but you can do this.  “We can't get to the hospital; the baby’s too close, but you can do this. 
You will do this. I have delivered breech babies before and you are a strong, You will do this. I have delivered breech babies before and you are a strong, 
healthy woman.” Every word she spoke was slow and deliberate. Mama nod-healthy woman.” Every word she spoke was slow and deliberate. Mama nod-
ded once and in an instant I saw the fear turn to determination.ded once and in an instant I saw the fear turn to determination.
 I set the cup down on the headboard and went out for the rest of the  I set the cup down on the headboard and went out for the rest of the 
supplies. Two trips later everything was set up. I had grabbed our best white supplies. Two trips later everything was set up. I had grabbed our best white 
towels from the linen closet and the white Tupperware bowel. Sandra laid towels from the linen closet and the white Tupperware bowel. Sandra laid 
them out on top of the dresser next to her shiny silver tools, white gauze, them out on top of the dresser next to her shiny silver tools, white gauze, 
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and white pads. It reminded me of a wedding.and white pads. It reminded me of a wedding.
 The gentle tap of rain changed suddenly to hard thumping, like war  The gentle tap of rain changed suddenly to hard thumping, like war 
drums. It was hail. Mama didn't care. She was dancing to the sound, swaying drums. It was hail. Mama didn't care. She was dancing to the sound, swaying 
back and forth as the cold ice pounded out a steady rhythm. I slunk back back and forth as the cold ice pounded out a steady rhythm. I slunk back 
towards a corner of the bedroom, listening to Mama roar at the wind outside towards a corner of the bedroom, listening to Mama roar at the wind outside 
and the wind roar back. The hail pounding. Mama swaying. Then there was and the wind roar back. The hail pounding. Mama swaying. Then there was 
a change. She climbed onto the bed and squatted with her back against the a change. She climbed onto the bed and squatted with her back against the 
headboard. Sandra was kneeling in front of her, whispering words of encour-headboard. Sandra was kneeling in front of her, whispering words of encour-
agement. Mama gave an achy, deep yell and then held her breath. I jumped agement. Mama gave an achy, deep yell and then held her breath. I jumped 
to my feet. Her face turned purple. Then all her air came out in a big whoosh. to my feet. Her face turned purple. Then all her air came out in a big whoosh. 
I didn't know that I was holding my breath too.I didn't know that I was holding my breath too.
 Again, the holding, the purple, the big whoosh. Mama was sweating.  Again, the holding, the purple, the big whoosh. Mama was sweating. 
I grabbed a cold cloth from the bowl of water and held it against her fore-I grabbed a cold cloth from the bowl of water and held it against her fore-
head. Again, and again, and again. Sandra was sweating too. Mama fell back head. Again, and again, and again. Sandra was sweating too. Mama fell back 
against the pillows. I wanted to give her some of my strength, so I climbed against the pillows. I wanted to give her some of my strength, so I climbed 
up and squeezed between her soft, damp back and the headboard, wrap-up and squeezed between her soft, damp back and the headboard, wrap-
ping one arm around her chest and with the other holding the cloth to her ping one arm around her chest and with the other holding the cloth to her 
forehead. I closed my eyes as her body went tight and I willed my strength forehead. I closed my eyes as her body went tight and I willed my strength 
into her bones. Outside the storm began to die down. The hail stopped. into her bones. Outside the storm began to die down. The hail stopped. 
 “Okay, Lynn, I need you to scoot your bum to the edge of the bed.” I  “Okay, Lynn, I need you to scoot your bum to the edge of the bed.” I 
wiggled out from behind her so Sandra could help. Mama cried when she wiggled out from behind her so Sandra could help. Mama cried when she 
tried to move, but Sandra said she had to, so slowly she inched her way to tried to move, but Sandra said she had to, so slowly she inched her way to 
the edge. Bright blood dripped out of her onto the pile of white pads on the the edge. Bright blood dripped out of her onto the pile of white pads on the 
floor. I thought of my blood on the leaves. Thought of how all the rain would floor. I thought of my blood on the leaves. Thought of how all the rain would 
have washed it away. Wondered who would wash out Mama’s blood.have washed it away. Wondered who would wash out Mama’s blood.
 More holding, more purple and earthy, heavy smells. I glanced down  More holding, more purple and earthy, heavy smells. I glanced down 
between Mama’s knees. I could see two tiny feet suspended in thin air, I between Mama’s knees. I could see two tiny feet suspended in thin air, I 
could hear Sandra's voice, urging her to stay strong, to Push!, and then could hear Sandra's voice, urging her to stay strong, to Push!, and then 
above all that noise, above the moaning and yelling and cheering, rising above all that noise, above the moaning and yelling and cheering, rising 
plaintive and shrill, worming its way into our birthing room, the siren blared. plaintive and shrill, worming its way into our birthing room, the siren blared. 
It wasn't the first time I had heard that whining warning ringing out over our It wasn't the first time I had heard that whining warning ringing out over our 
yard, but it caught me off guard. I thought the storm was over. Mama and yard, but it caught me off guard. I thought the storm was over. Mama and 
Sandra looked at each other. They thought the same thing. Mama’s stomach Sandra looked at each other. They thought the same thing. Mama’s stomach 
rose high and tight, and Sandra reached skillful fingers up and in. Mama rose high and tight, and Sandra reached skillful fingers up and in. Mama 
screamed. The sirens screamed.screamed. The sirens screamed.
 A huge gush of blood and water fell onto Sandra's skirt. Mama  A huge gush of blood and water fell onto Sandra's skirt. Mama 
laughed as she lifted him up, pale and wrinkled and streaked in red. Sandra laughed as she lifted him up, pale and wrinkled and streaked in red. Sandra 
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laughed as she rubbed the towel back and forth over his tiny back. I laughed laughed as she rubbed the towel back and forth over his tiny back. I laughed 
when he let out an angry cry. Mama sank backwards on a pile of pillows I had when he let out an angry cry. Mama sank backwards on a pile of pillows I had 
stacked behind her back, baby nestled into her chest. Sandra was frowning. stacked behind her back, baby nestled into her chest. Sandra was frowning. 
No one noticed the sirens anymore. She grabbed a long needle from her No one noticed the sirens anymore. She grabbed a long needle from her 
bag and sank it into Mama’s thigh. Then she dug her fists into Mama's soft bag and sank it into Mama’s thigh. Then she dug her fists into Mama's soft 
stomach, kneading and kneading like she was making bread, muttering to stomach, kneading and kneading like she was making bread, muttering to 
herself, or was she praying? Blood spread out from Mama’s bottom like a herself, or was she praying? Blood spread out from Mama’s bottom like a 
black pond. The white on the towel was disappearing and reappearing on black pond. The white on the towel was disappearing and reappearing on 
her face. I couldn't look away. I just stood there staring. Staring, and won-her face. I couldn't look away. I just stood there staring. Staring, and won-
dering where the train was going. Wondering why it was so loud. Thinking it dering where the train was going. Wondering why it was so loud. Thinking it 
sounded like it was coming towards us, wondering if the tracks went through sounded like it was coming towards us, wondering if the tracks went through 
our hallway. Then there was Sandra with the baby wailing in her arms and our hallway. Then there was Sandra with the baby wailing in her arms and 
she was pressing him to my chest, yelling something, but it was hard to hear she was pressing him to my chest, yelling something, but it was hard to hear 
over the train. I glanced out the window. I looked out at my trees, and there over the train. I glanced out the window. I looked out at my trees, and there 
they were bowing, groveling towards the earth in fear. They made me angry. they were bowing, groveling towards the earth in fear. They made me angry. 
Them with their skin like armor, and their terrible height, whipping around Them with their skin like armor, and their terrible height, whipping around 
like the blow-up man in the used car lot. I looked at Mama and Sandra with like the blow-up man in the used car lot. I looked at Mama and Sandra with 
their delicate skin that bleeds so easily, and they weren't afraid. They weren't their delicate skin that bleeds so easily, and they weren't afraid. They weren't 
cowering in terror. They were fighting and sweating and staying tall. I took cowering in terror. They were fighting and sweating and staying tall. I took 
a deep breath suddenly knowing what I had to do. I grabbed baby brother a deep breath suddenly knowing what I had to do. I grabbed baby brother 
and an afghan from the rocking chair, and I ran. I ran down the hall stepping and an afghan from the rocking chair, and I ran. I ran down the hall stepping 
around broken glass. I ran down the stairs as the roaring outside drowned around broken glass. I ran down the stairs as the roaring outside drowned 
out all other sound. Yanking open the heavy cellar door I slammed it shut out all other sound. Yanking open the heavy cellar door I slammed it shut 
behind us.behind us.
 I hunkered down in the farthest corner and pulled the blanket around  I hunkered down in the farthest corner and pulled the blanket around 
us both in the darkness. It was so still, the sound of the storm muffled by us both in the darkness. It was so still, the sound of the storm muffled by 
the heavy underground walls. I pressed my lips against his damp head and the heavy underground walls. I pressed my lips against his damp head and 
breathed in deeply. He smelled a little like liver, but also like the creek first breathed in deeply. He smelled a little like liver, but also like the creek first 
thing in the morning. I breathed in again and my heart did a funny flip-flop. I thing in the morning. I breathed in again and my heart did a funny flip-flop. I 
pulled the blanket down to look into his tiny face. He wasn't crying anymore, pulled the blanket down to look into his tiny face. He wasn't crying anymore, 
just staring with brand new eyes. I wanted him to know what happy was, so I just staring with brand new eyes. I wanted him to know what happy was, so I 
smiled. Then I pressed his face up close to mine, cheek to cheek. I held him smiled. Then I pressed his face up close to mine, cheek to cheek. I held him 
that way until our breaths matched. We sat together in the corner of the that way until our breaths matched. We sat together in the corner of the 
cellar and time stopped. I could hear a phone ringing somewhere, and no cellar and time stopped. I could hear a phone ringing somewhere, and no 
one was answering; it rang and rang and rang. But it was ringing in anoth-one was answering; it rang and rang and rang. But it was ringing in anoth-
er dimension, far from where we were.  There was no more roaring now, no er dimension, far from where we were.  There was no more roaring now, no 
shaking, no pounding. Just the scratching of tree branches on the basement shaking, no pounding. Just the scratching of tree branches on the basement 
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windows. windows. 

S u n s e t  / /  T e g h a n  W i l s o n
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Grave Musings     

Anne Davies
The fake turf has been rolled,The fake turf has been rolled,

stashed with the supporting planksstashed with the supporting planks

into the back of the truckinto the back of the truck

sitting squat and dirty.sitting squat and dirty.

Hard chairs have been folded,Hard chairs have been folded,

the pop-up canopythe pop-up canopy

has been popped down.has been popped down.

Still awkwardly angled it waits its turn.Still awkwardly angled it waits its turn.

A jarringly white tissue and A jarringly white tissue and 

a black wooly glovea black wooly glove

lay wet, puddling,lay wet, puddling,

left behind in lingering haste.left behind in lingering haste.

If her eyes could blink and her lips could flexIf her eyes could blink and her lips could flex

she would sayshe would say

Come back, come back,Come back, come back,

I have more to do.I have more to do.
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My cupboards are not sorted,My cupboards are not sorted,

my knitting not cast off,my knitting not cast off,

the canning jars have yet to seal,the canning jars have yet to seal,

the bills are not pushed through the slot,the bills are not pushed through the slot,

my dog is barking hungry,my dog is barking hungry,

my dishes lay unclean.my dishes lay unclean.

A backhoe climbs the sagging hillA backhoe climbs the sagging hill

and buries the last whisper of a tidy life. and buries the last whisper of a tidy life. 
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Lora Kroush 

20202020    

Lora K. Kroush is a writer, editor, and mother. Lora K. Kroush is a writer, editor, and mother. 
She was born and raised in Hamilton, Missouri She was born and raised in Hamilton, Missouri 
and has a Bachelor's Degree in English with and has a Bachelor's Degree in English with 
a concentration in creative writing and pub-a concentration in creative writing and pub-
lishing. Lora has a husband, Cody, and two lishing. Lora has a husband, Cody, and two 
daughters, Lily and Violet. She has experience daughters, Lily and Violet. She has experience 
in positions such as graphic design, marketing in positions such as graphic design, marketing 
coordination, and editorial leadership roles coordination, and editorial leadership roles 

from the literary and arts journals from the literary and arts journals The Mochila ReviewThe Mochila Review and  and ReachReach. Lora writes . Lora writes 
poetry, science fiction and romance. She has a poetry book out titled poetry, science fiction and romance. She has a poetry book out titled Scarred Scarred 
WonderlandWonderland and a novel coming soon to Amazon titled  and a novel coming soon to Amazon titled RecurrenceRecurrence, both pub-, both pub-
lished by lished by Amazing Things PressAmazing Things Press. In her free . In her free time, she enjoys watching horror time, she enjoys watching horror 
films and spoiling her daughters. films and spoiling her daughters. 

 Poetry is a Peach Poetry is a Peach
  Fuzz tickles your lips.  Fuzz tickles your lips.
  Saliva pools on your tongue.  Saliva pools on your tongue.
  Take another bite.  Take another bite.

Previous Editors Say Goodbye...
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Da Vion Huey
20192019    

Huey is a writer, a truth seeker, and a patron of Huey is a writer, a truth seeker, and a patron of 
the arts. There is nothing he enjoys more than a the arts. There is nothing he enjoys more than a 
good story and hopes to one day tell the tales that good story and hopes to one day tell the tales that 
inspire others. Huey is disappointed to see the inspire others. Huey is disappointed to see the 
end of end of ReachReach so soon but is nonetheless happy to  so soon but is nonetheless happy to 
have been a part of the journey and is thankful for have been a part of the journey and is thankful for 
the opportunity to give creative-types a platform the opportunity to give creative-types a platform 
to showcase their works.to showcase their works.

Trick CandlesTrick Candles
light the candle, light the candle, that’s it, that’s it, 
that’s the entire trick.that’s the entire trick.
the flame burns endlesslythe flame burns endlessly
without remiss.without remiss.

no amount of hot breath wind or no amount of hot breath wind or 
misted spitmisted spit
will ever be enough will ever be enough 
to make it go unlit.to make it go unlit.

what remains iswhat remains is
a fervent glow,a fervent glow,
disappointment,disappointment,
and wistful thinkingand wistful thinking
born of a hindered wish.born of a hindered wish.

where is the bliss where is the bliss 
in a pool of melted waxin a pool of melted wax
for finely crisped wicks, for finely crisped wicks, 
or a flame snuffedor a flame snuffed
too soon with no intent?too soon with no intent?

flickering illumination and flickering illumination and 
lingering orange warmthlingering orange warmth
beget belated realization;beget belated realization;
the most frustrating bit  the most frustrating bit  
was that you ever fell for it.was that you ever fell for it.
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Sara Brown 

20182018      
  

Sara Brown worked on Sara Brown worked on ReachReach for five semes- for five semes-
ters eventually landing the spot of editor ters eventually landing the spot of editor 
her senior year. After graduation, she briefly her senior year. After graduation, she briefly 
(thanks, COVID) lived in New York City and (thanks, COVID) lived in New York City and 
worked for one of the big five publishing com-worked for one of the big five publishing com-
panies. During that time, she learned a lot panies. During that time, she learned a lot 
about the industry, met a lot of authors, and about the industry, met a lot of authors, and 
took home more free books than her 7 1/2 x took home more free books than her 7 1/2 x 
8 room could hold. Currently, she works as a 8 room could hold. Currently, she works as a 

copywriter where she uses the research skills she learned as an English major to copywriter where she uses the research skills she learned as an English major to 
write about different vehicles. write about different vehicles. 

  

It is really hard to believe that this is the last issue of It is really hard to believe that this is the last issue of ReachReach (or  (or CanvasCanvas as it was  as it was 
called when I worked on it). I had a lot of fun working on the literary journals. The called when I worked on it). I had a lot of fun working on the literary journals. The 
class and Marianne taught me a lot about writing, marketing, publishing, and class and Marianne taught me a lot about writing, marketing, publishing, and 
the industry. More than that, I met two of my closest friends during my time the industry. More than that, I met two of my closest friends during my time 
on staff and, three years later, cannot imagine my life without them. The dis-on staff and, three years later, cannot imagine my life without them. The dis-
cussions that we had about the pieces or what was going on in the publishing cussions that we had about the pieces or what was going on in the publishing 
industry were always lively and entertaining. Outreach weeks, while exhaust-industry were always lively and entertaining. Outreach weeks, while exhaust-
ing, were some of the best weeks during the class where we got to reach out to ing, were some of the best weeks during the class where we got to reach out to 
more people across the campus and help them tap into their creative sides. It is more people across the campus and help them tap into their creative sides. It is 
sad that this wonderful journal is going away, but I will always cherish my time on sad that this wonderful journal is going away, but I will always cherish my time on 
staff.staff.
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Arniecea Johnson 

20172017
  

Arniecea Arnay Johnson is a writer in Chicago, Arniecea Arnay Johnson is a writer in Chicago, 
Illinois. She holds a BA in English literature and Illinois. She holds a BA in English literature and 
creative writing and publishing from Missouri creative writing and publishing from Missouri 
Western State University. She is currently pur-Western State University. She is currently pur-
suing her MFA in fiction at Columbia College suing her MFA in fiction at Columbia College 
Chicago, where she writes Magical Realism, Chicago, where she writes Magical Realism, 
Science Fiction, and beyond. Science Fiction, and beyond. 

As far as work-life, Arniecea is a Senior Copy-As far as work-life, Arniecea is a Senior Copy-
writer for the steadily growing digital market-writer for the steadily growing digital market-
ing agency, Youtech. She has been a Fiction ing agency, Youtech. She has been a Fiction 
Judge for the annual Young Authors Writing Competition and manages a Judge for the annual Young Authors Writing Competition and manages a 
small team of young copywriters. small team of young copywriters. 

When Arniecea isn’t writing, she can be found reading a good book, day-When Arniecea isn’t writing, she can be found reading a good book, day-
dreaming while listening to Arcade Fire, or having Sunday brunch with dreaming while listening to Arcade Fire, or having Sunday brunch with 
friends. She is currently working on her debut novel. friends. She is currently working on her debut novel. 

  

"I simply could not have accomplished all that I have if it wasn’t for this liter-"I simply could not have accomplished all that I have if it wasn’t for this liter-
ary journal and the passionate staff, faculty, and students that make up the ary journal and the passionate staff, faculty, and students that make up the 
English Department. As a former editor of English Department. As a former editor of ReachReach, originally known as , originally known as Can-Can-
vasvas, I acquired immense skills, knowledge, and confidence that have steered , I acquired immense skills, knowledge, and confidence that have steered 
me toward an established writing career. Thank you, Reach, for giving me me toward an established writing career. Thank you, Reach, for giving me 
the foundation I needed to be a writer, a leader, and student."the foundation I needed to be a writer, a leader, and student."

Read an excerpt from Arnicecea's debut novel on the following page:Read an excerpt from Arnicecea's debut novel on the following page:
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Enchantress
            Part 1
Arnicecea Arnay
  The Wisconsin winter was a beauty beast, tendrils of snow patting the The Wisconsin winter was a beauty beast, tendrils of snow patting the 
sidewalks, the roads, the roofs, and the cars that hadn’t escaped the drive-sidewalks, the roads, the roofs, and the cars that hadn’t escaped the drive-
way that morning. The sun illuminated—smoothing over the glittering snow way that morning. The sun illuminated—smoothing over the glittering snow 
like ivory icing on a towering cake. It wasn’t very bright in Wisconsin, not like ivory icing on a towering cake. It wasn’t very bright in Wisconsin, not 
during the slow winters, so today met good for the boys. Joey could feel it.during the slow winters, so today met good for the boys. Joey could feel it.
 He carefully put three socks on each foot before tucking them into  He carefully put three socks on each foot before tucking them into 
his boots. He pulled his green glove over his small hand, flexed, green glove his boots. He pulled his green glove over his small hand, flexed, green glove 
over the other hand, flexed; secured his olive green hat over quaint ears, over the other hand, flexed; secured his olive green hat over quaint ears, 
looked in the mirror to study himself—not for vanity, more so accuracy—and looked in the mirror to study himself—not for vanity, more so accuracy—and 
zipping his winter coat to the angle he preferred before descending down zipping his winter coat to the angle he preferred before descending down 
the stairs and out the front door, his mother winding a pleading wine from the stairs and out the front door, his mother winding a pleading wine from 
the kitchen, one lacking in surliness or aim, No running. No running.the kitchen, one lacking in surliness or aim, No running. No running.
 He would hear about that later. He was sure of it. Father would make  He would hear about that later. He was sure of it. Father would make 
dinner a lecture about presentation—it always about presentation. It was al-dinner a lecture about presentation—it always about presentation. It was al-
ways about being dignified, withholding. But today he didn’t care. Today met ways about being dignified, withholding. But today he didn’t care. Today met 
good for the boys.good for the boys.
 It was their secret. The boys had found a cabin. It was red and it was  It was their secret. The boys had found a cabin. It was red and it was 
old. There were jars in the window. And the boys were going to find it again old. There were jars in the window. And the boys were going to find it again 
today. Joey was silent but had a loose smile beneath his placid gaze as he today. Joey was silent but had a loose smile beneath his placid gaze as he 
stepped on the porch and closed the front door with consideration. He was stepped on the porch and closed the front door with consideration. He was 
remembering exactly where it was: passed the rickety bridge that linked to a remembering exactly where it was: passed the rickety bridge that linked to a 
wide white field of snow to frolic and play like boys often did; boys make play wide white field of snow to frolic and play like boys often did; boys make play 
out of everything; boys make trouble out of everything—through the trails out of everything; boys make trouble out of everything—through the trails 
that rippled into veins and forestry, trees parted just enough for them to that rippled into veins and forestry, trees parted just enough for them to 
run down and down, and left, now into the winter forest with specks of earth run down and down, and left, now into the winter forest with specks of earth 
doting the trees, and there; it was there, the cabin.doting the trees, and there; it was there, the cabin.
 Though never verbalized, they would run all the way there and Joey  Though never verbalized, they would run all the way there and Joey 
was giddy about it. Austin—eldest, long-legged, and always having some-was giddy about it. Austin—eldest, long-legged, and always having some-
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thing to prove would be at the front, Dylan, effortless but behind as he pre-thing to prove would be at the front, Dylan, effortless but behind as he pre-
ferred, second, and then Aims, the youngest and brother to Austin, with ferred, second, and then Aims, the youngest and brother to Austin, with 
smiling slits as eyes and a personality to match would be third. Then there smiling slits as eyes and a personality to match would be third. Then there 
was Joey, but never worry, he would be in front of Austin in no time because, was Joey, but never worry, he would be in front of Austin in no time because, 
though the others were more aggressive in pursuit, though the others had though the others were more aggressive in pursuit, though the others had 
speed—Joey had pace and patience long before track, long before cross speed—Joey had pace and patience long before track, long before cross 
country days.country days.
 Joey stepped off his front porch. His house was located on the end  Joey stepped off his front porch. His house was located on the end 
of the street, just before the forest, and the boys waited for him in the field. of the street, just before the forest, and the boys waited for him in the field. 
He sprinted, spotting Austin then Aims, and then locking eyes with Dylan He sprinted, spotting Austin then Aims, and then locking eyes with Dylan 
who had his hat pulled down to his ears, but his brown hair still managed to who had his hat pulled down to his ears, but his brown hair still managed to 
poke out in each and every direction. A smile began to lift until Joey noticed poke out in each and every direction. A smile began to lift until Joey noticed 
Grewd. He could see his wild-hair and thick glasses from afar, knowing that Grewd. He could see his wild-hair and thick glasses from afar, knowing that 
beneath those glasses, was intense wide brown eyes. Joey slowed into a jog. beneath those glasses, was intense wide brown eyes. Joey slowed into a jog. 
His timid smile dropped.His timid smile dropped.
 The calculation was simple: Dylan would be watching Grewd today,  The calculation was simple: Dylan would be watching Grewd today, 
his little brother, and Dylan could never be Dylan around Grewd—he never his little brother, and Dylan could never be Dylan around Grewd—he never 
said this, but Joey knew it and the boys felt it too as Joey made it to the group said this, but Joey knew it and the boys felt it too as Joey made it to the group 
and looked at them for confirmation of their spoiling day. Austin and Aims and looked at them for confirmation of their spoiling day. Austin and Aims 
looked away from him.looked away from him.
 The boys never asked either, but there was something particularly  The boys never asked either, but there was something particularly 
wrong with Grewd. He had angry spells, really bad ones that swelled the wrong with Grewd. He had angry spells, really bad ones that swelled the 
space, that could make you cry if you didn’t know him—it was bad. Grewd was space, that could make you cry if you didn’t know him—it was bad. Grewd was 
six years old (the boys 12, Aims 10) but would thrash around, arms swinging, six years old (the boys 12, Aims 10) but would thrash around, arms swinging, 
legs kicking, and pitch a yaking holler from the back of his throat. And if you legs kicking, and pitch a yaking holler from the back of his throat. And if you 
got too near, he might focus it on you, and start to aim his little fist at your got too near, he might focus it on you, and start to aim his little fist at your 
eyes—his eyes. They were always wide, always open and waiting for a trigger eyes—his eyes. They were always wide, always open and waiting for a trigger 
to send him quarreling into rigid despair. He looked wild to Joey, untamed, to send him quarreling into rigid despair. He looked wild to Joey, untamed, 
like an animal hanging from the tree on those planet shows that sometimes like an animal hanging from the tree on those planet shows that sometimes 
his mother watched. And often, he stared at Joey—Joey couldn’t look at him his mother watched. And often, he stared at Joey—Joey couldn’t look at him 
long enough before Grewed flickered those eyes at him. Grewd had asth-long enough before Grewed flickered those eyes at him. Grewd had asth-
ma, and since his fits couldn’t manage his body, he would start to weal and ma, and since his fits couldn’t manage his body, he would start to weal and 
wheeze after a while. It made Joey wonder if the asthma was from his angry wheeze after a while. It made Joey wonder if the asthma was from his angry 
spells. Maybe it was because Joey was black. Babies in his neighborhood spells. Maybe it was because Joey was black. Babies in his neighborhood 
did that sometimes, yank their eyes wild in an O upon seeing him. He wasn’t did that sometimes, yank their eyes wild in an O upon seeing him. He wasn’t 
particularly dark, but it was enough to know that he was different.particularly dark, but it was enough to know that he was different.
 But anyways there was Grewd, hanging on to Dylan’s side. Shoes un- But anyways there was Grewd, hanging on to Dylan’s side. Shoes un-
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tied, Joey noticed, hair scattered, he confirmed. His nose was running, aller-tied, Joey noticed, hair scattered, he confirmed. His nose was running, aller-
gy causing saliva to run from his eyes and mouth, and of course, Grewed was gy causing saliva to run from his eyes and mouth, and of course, Grewed was 
looking at him—not in the way of acknowledging someone’s presence com-looking at him—not in the way of acknowledging someone’s presence com-
ing toward you, but in a mistrusting, mean way. He clutched Dylan tighter. ing toward you, but in a mistrusting, mean way. He clutched Dylan tighter. 
Maybe if they cleaned him up a bit, Joey wondered, maybe that would help. Maybe if they cleaned him up a bit, Joey wondered, maybe that would help. 
Maybe that somehow could change things like flipping on a switch. A light Maybe that somehow could change things like flipping on a switch. A light 
would come on. I am supposed to act dignified, it would say.would come on. I am supposed to act dignified, it would say.
  So instead of whipping and running through the winter snow as hard   So instead of whipping and running through the winter snow as hard 
as they could, the boys had to trug. Start and stop and start and stop.as they could, the boys had to trug. Start and stop and start and stop.
Grewd would be fine, and then he would holler or wine, making his indistin-Grewd would be fine, and then he would holler or wine, making his indistin-
guishable moans that the boys weren’t allowed to mimic or mock, and Dylan guishable moans that the boys weren’t allowed to mimic or mock, and Dylan 
had to stop, which means the boys had to stop, to calm him, to reason with had to stop, which means the boys had to stop, to calm him, to reason with 
the unreasonable.the unreasonable.
 But finally, they made it over the bridge and into the white fields, stop- But finally, they made it over the bridge and into the white fields, stop-
ping to flick up snow from the ground and yell, and laugh. Austin started to ping to flick up snow from the ground and yell, and laugh. Austin started to 
puff out his chest in a roar, his dark brown hair frailing, and the boys followed. puff out his chest in a roar, his dark brown hair frailing, and the boys followed. 
Grewd plopped down to sit criss cross and scoop snow into piles—Grewed Grewd plopped down to sit criss cross and scoop snow into piles—Grewed 
would grow calm when fixated on something, particularly building. If you would grow calm when fixated on something, particularly building. If you 
could give him something to build on top of, for hours he would be silent, could give him something to build on top of, for hours he would be silent, 
concentrating. Joey would see it from time to time when he visited Dylan’s concentrating. Joey would see it from time to time when he visited Dylan’s 
home—Grewd sitting for hours stacking legos. Joey had to admit, how beau-home—Grewd sitting for hours stacking legos. Joey had to admit, how beau-
tiful he was when tranquil, how smoothing and curious his eyes were, and tiful he was when tranquil, how smoothing and curious his eyes were, and 
lips pursed when not stretched wide and screaming. They had this fasci-lips pursed when not stretched wide and screaming. They had this fasci-
nation with bears. They would be bears in a  pack, they said, though bears nation with bears. They would be bears in a  pack, they said, though bears 
didn’t live in packs—so sometimes they would do this, this roar. And soon the didn’t live in packs—so sometimes they would do this, this roar. And soon the 
roars were dumb, glorious laughter.roars were dumb, glorious laughter.
 And the world was still like that. Joey looked up from his frolicking.  And the world was still like that. Joey looked up from his frolicking. 
Dylan was staring at him. They were panting in laughter, in the brilliance of Dylan was staring at him. They were panting in laughter, in the brilliance of 
the day—Dylan wasn’t laughing really; he never laughed even then. It was the day—Dylan wasn’t laughing really; he never laughed even then. It was 
sort of a cheeky side grin, a pulled-back look, with wide, pulled back eyes, sort of a cheeky side grin, a pulled-back look, with wide, pulled back eyes, 
blues and greens swimming in his iris and he was looking at Joey—studying blues and greens swimming in his iris and he was looking at Joey—studying 
him. Joey couldn’t register the feeling.him. Joey couldn’t register the feeling.
 Joey hadn’t loved anything—he minded and didn’t mind things. He  Joey hadn’t loved anything—he minded and didn’t mind things. He 
minded how his food was prepared (the peas, separated from corn, separat-minded how his food was prepared (the peas, separated from corn, separat-
ed from the chicken, everything in its rightful corner). He minded getting his ed from the chicken, everything in its rightful corner). He minded getting his 
white shirt dirty, been that way since preschool; he minded his parents, lurk-white shirt dirty, been that way since preschool; he minded his parents, lurk-
ing depths of nothingness, of prim and properness (they were a table-cloth ing depths of nothingness, of prim and properness (they were a table-cloth 
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family, never ate fast food from the bag, no, it had to be slipped onto fine family, never ate fast food from the bag, no, it had to be slipped onto fine 
China). He minded the evening lectures from his Dad... there’s a way for a China). He minded the evening lectures from his Dad... there’s a way for a 
black boy to act and not act. You can’t act like your friends. You can’t do the black boy to act and not act. You can’t act like your friends. You can’t do the 
things they do,  Johnathan. Me and mother have done everything, fought things they do,  Johnathan. Me and mother have done everything, fought 
tooth and nail to get you to a nice school, a nice neighborhood. Don’t mess tooth and nail to get you to a nice school, a nice neighborhood. Don’t mess 
it up. He minded his mother, a shiny black doll on the top shelf, who would it up. He minded his mother, a shiny black doll on the top shelf, who would 
always detail to father every flaw of the day: running in the house, getting always detail to father every flaw of the day: running in the house, getting 
too frustrated over homework, leaving his bike in the front yard instead of too frustrated over homework, leaving his bike in the front yard instead of 
the back. And when she comforted him, she was some random woman, and the back. And when she comforted him, she was some random woman, and 
he, a lost boy at a grocery store. Fake empathy, big begging eyes for sadness he, a lost boy at a grocery store. Fake empathy, big begging eyes for sadness 
that didn’t belong to her, hold it, hold, just hold it together child until I can that didn’t belong to her, hold it, hold, just hold it together child until I can 
leave and go on about my life, it said—nothing real loomed behind her big leave and go on about my life, it said—nothing real loomed behind her big 
pretty eyes, thus he minded pretty women. He minded people who were too pretty eyes, thus he minded pretty women. He minded people who were too 
loud, too happy, too somber—but he didn’t mind the snow, or it’s splintering loud, too happy, too somber—but he didn’t mind the snow, or it’s splintering 
meanness as it chiseled his brown cheeks. He didn’t mind airplane models, meanness as it chiseled his brown cheeks. He didn’t mind airplane models, 
would even say he was fascinated; it had fashioned his room, it still does would even say he was fascinated; it had fashioned his room, it still does 
now. He didn’t mind the idea of taking flight over things, over people, over now. He didn’t mind the idea of taking flight over things, over people, over 
situations—the idea was even appealing to him, although he had no means situations—the idea was even appealing to him, although he had no means 
to travel. He was car sick easily. He hated long drives; he hated heights. He to travel. He was car sick easily. He hated long drives; he hated heights. He 
didn’t mind running, the consistency of it, the unchanging in a changing didn’t mind running, the consistency of it, the unchanging in a changing 
world, the mundane in it—you could even say he lusted for it. But it wasn’t world, the mundane in it—you could even say he lusted for it. But it wasn’t 
love. The closest he got to it was a butterfly. It was brilliant—a deep, rustic love. The closest he got to it was a butterfly. It was brilliant—a deep, rustic 
red and engraved with black ink. Yes, this was the closest—and he had kept it red and engraved with black ink. Yes, this was the closest—and he had kept it 
in a box, kept it from flying, kept peering under the box to stare at it in won-in a box, kept it from flying, kept peering under the box to stare at it in won-
der, to watch it, study it—that was the closest thing.der, to watch it, study it—that was the closest thing.
 But this, this. It was how he felt with the butterfly but so much more.  But this, this. It was how he felt with the butterfly but so much more. 
It was pouring out of Dylan’s pulled back eyes and puddling at Joey’s feet. It It was pouring out of Dylan’s pulled back eyes and puddling at Joey’s feet. It 
was bubbling, rising up Joey’s stomach, then moving up his chest, spreading was bubbling, rising up Joey’s stomach, then moving up his chest, spreading 
and spreading, until rising to his throat where it stayed.and spreading, until rising to his throat where it stayed.
 He didn’t understand love then, still does not now, but he knew, he  He didn’t understand love then, still does not now, but he knew, he 
knew he didn’t want to let him go. He wanted to protect Dylan with all of him-knew he didn’t want to let him go. He wanted to protect Dylan with all of him-
self, protect all that he could, even if it meant trapping him, putting Dylan in self, protect all that he could, even if it meant trapping him, putting Dylan in 
a brown, cardboard box and closing the lid, peeking in every once in a while a brown, cardboard box and closing the lid, peeking in every once in a while 
to see his withering corpse.to see his withering corpse.
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Chris Pankiewicz
20162016
Chris Pankiewicz was editor-in-chief of Chris Pankiewicz was editor-in-chief of Can-Can-
vas vas (now known as (now known as ReachReach) for the 2016 edi-) for the 2016 edi-
tion. He lives in the Westport neighborhood tion. He lives in the Westport neighborhood 
of Kansas City and in his spare time—and of Kansas City and in his spare time—and 
when a pandemic doesn’t prevent it—he can when a pandemic doesn’t prevent it—he can 
be found around there, thumbing through be found around there, thumbing through 
the vinyl stacks at Mills Record Company, en-the vinyl stacks at Mills Record Company, en-

joying a Busch Light at Dave’s Stagecoach Inn, or eating shrimp tikka joying a Busch Light at Dave’s Stagecoach Inn, or eating shrimp tikka 
masala at Moti Mahal. He currently works as a driver with FedEx where masala at Moti Mahal. He currently works as a driver with FedEx where 
he enthusiastically is able to devour music, audiobooks, and podcasts, he enthusiastically is able to devour music, audiobooks, and podcasts, 
all while on the clock.  all while on the clock.  
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the carnival has taken the town like a pirate ship & the drunks are the carnival has taken the town like a pirate ship & the drunks are 
running the rides. well to-do’s shutter. hide. as the city’s dispos-running the rides. well to-do’s shutter. hide. as the city’s dispos-
sessed in droves arrive. horns blow, accordion lungs swell, glass sessed in droves arrive. horns blow, accordion lungs swell, glass 
bottles clink and rigged games sell. And in the clamor and in a bottles clink and rigged games sell. And in the clamor and in a 
striped tent, Tom slams his piano and plucks his strings, howls striped tent, Tom slams his piano and plucks his strings, howls 
about, slurs and sings - songs of characters and shanties of loss, about, slurs and sings - songs of characters and shanties of loss, 
numbers of lovers and medleys of thoughts -numbers of lovers and medleys of thoughts -
  

that float like a fever dream through the miscreant that float like a fever dream through the miscreant 
crowd, 4/4 beats pulsing steam and heat, as a crowd, 4/4 beats pulsing steam and heat, as a 
juiced up tilt-a-whirl nearly severs path from its juiced up tilt-a-whirl nearly severs path from its 
circular trackscircular tracks
  
that slink through the air where rum soaked bills that slink through the air where rum soaked bills 
jump between the hands of calloused gamblers jump between the hands of calloused gamblers 
betting on rubber duck races and cream pie betting on rubber duck races and cream pie 
throws to facesthrows to faces
  
that tango with the outbursts shouted from the that tango with the outbursts shouted from the 
mouths of dunk tank marksmen, sniping targets for mouths of dunk tank marksmen, sniping targets for 
stuffed bear bounties and free drink tickets, this kill stuffed bear bounties and free drink tickets, this kill 
shot counting is their nights incipit  shot counting is their nights incipit  
  
that ring through a tin can speaker near the cotton that ring through a tin can speaker near the cotton 
candy stand. where the fluff is passed around like elec-candy stand. where the fluff is passed around like elec-
tric kool aid. classic. pink. just spiked with vodka and tric kool aid. classic. pink. just spiked with vodka and 
moonshine, but sweetmoonshine, but sweet

  
with Tom the player, a lilting ferris wheel conducts.with Tom the player, a lilting ferris wheel conducts.
its neon lights flicker. erupt. like a soft flame zippo, struck then its neon lights flicker. erupt. like a soft flame zippo, struck then 
snuffed. and in the parking lot, a neck is wrung and a wallet is snuffed. and in the parking lot, a neck is wrung and a wallet is 
plucked for no other reason than and when the mood is struck, plucked for no other reason than and when the mood is struck, 
there’s never enough.there’s never enough.
 struck then snuffed. struck then snuffed.
          struck then snuffed.          struck then snuffed.
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Treebirth
Crystal Crawford
When he tells youWhen he tells you
no one else could love youno one else could love you
you believe him, you believe him, 
but not completely.but not completely.

Greedily, he tore the leavesGreedily, he tore the leaves
from your branches untilfrom your branches until
few remain. Even those,few remain. Even those,
poisoned by his venom.poisoned by his venom.

Winter sets in, and tooWinter sets in, and too
those leaves fall. First,those leaves fall. First,
buried by the dirt. Then,buried by the dirt. Then,
an abundance of snow.an abundance of snow.

Word-soaked leavesWord-soaked leaves
meld with your rootsmeld with your roots
and you realize and you realize 
you still believe him.you still believe him.

Seasons change,Seasons change,
bringing fields of greenbringing fields of green
yet uncorrupted by youryet uncorrupted by your
detachment.detachment.

Layers of ice melt awayLayers of ice melt away
and once again,and once again,
you see throughyou see through
to your own heart.to your own heart.

One day, you'll recognizeOne day, you'll recognize
yourself in a winter tree.yourself in a winter tree.

Cold and bare, layers of barkCold and bare, layers of bark
chipped away.chipped away.

An unparalleled warmth dwellsAn unparalleled warmth dwells
inside, waiting for the seasoninside, waiting for the season
to burst forth, to share its breathto burst forth, to share its breath
with the world.with the world.

To sway in the windTo sway in the wind
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Crystal Crawford 
20152015  

Crystal Crawford is a Missouri Western alum-Crystal Crawford is a Missouri Western alum-
nus, with a BA in creative writing and publish-nus, with a BA in creative writing and publish-
ing. She was Editor-in-Chief of ing. She was Editor-in-Chief of CanvasCanvas, the , the 
predecessor to predecessor to ReachReach, from 2014-2015. Crystal resides in St. Joseph with her , from 2014-2015. Crystal resides in St. Joseph with her 
soulmate and their myriad of pets. Her strongest passion has always been for soulmate and their myriad of pets. Her strongest passion has always been for 
animals, and she now works in petcare, providing care for her favorite of all animals, and she now works in petcare, providing care for her favorite of all 
animals: cats.animals: cats.
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Marianne's Goodbye
Administration transition in and out, faculty retire or take other jobs, Administration transition in and out, faculty retire or take other jobs, 

but what I’ve found stable during my time at Missouri Western State Univer-but what I’ve found stable during my time at Missouri Western State Univer-
sity is the one entity that’s constantly in flux: students. Although there was sity is the one entity that’s constantly in flux: students. Although there was 
frequent turnover on our frequent turnover on our Canvas/ReachCanvas/Reach staff, the students I worked with were  staff, the students I worked with were 
consistently the brightest, most hard-working, enthusiastic people on cam-consistently the brightest, most hard-working, enthusiastic people on cam-
pus. I could always count on them to see the inherent value in literary pub-pus. I could always count on them to see the inherent value in literary pub-
lishing, bringing good writing to a broad audience and celebrating the cre-lishing, bringing good writing to a broad audience and celebrating the cre-
ative spirit. They saw the honor and importance inherent in editing, choosing ative spirit. They saw the honor and importance inherent in editing, choosing 
one poem or story over another, and they saw themselves as responsible one poem or story over another, and they saw themselves as responsible 
enough to make those decisions. They saw in me someone who was always enough to make those decisions. They saw in me someone who was always 
eager to share what I know about the publishing industry, and when my life eager to share what I know about the publishing industry, and when my life 
got complicated—giving birth to two children, publishing a book of poems, got complicated—giving birth to two children, publishing a book of poems, 
losing a parent and pet, seeing my position eliminated—they took it all in, losing a parent and pet, seeing my position eliminated—they took it all in, 
accepting me for who I was at that moment and showing me respect. I marvel accepting me for who I was at that moment and showing me respect. I marvel 
at the portrait Heather Daugherty made of me, very pregnant with a speech at the portrait Heather Daugherty made of me, very pregnant with a speech 
bubble that reads “poems.” It’s through my students’ eyes that I felt most ap-bubble that reads “poems.” It’s through my students’ eyes that I felt most ap-
preciated and motivated to give my all to preciated and motivated to give my all to ReachReach and to all of them. and to all of them.

Some students may say I inspired them, but it was really the opposite. Some students may say I inspired them, but it was really the opposite. 
So many of our So many of our ReachReach projects, such as our open mic series  projects, such as our open mic series Reach 4 the MicReach 4 the Mic, , 
our holiday card sale, our Tiniest Coffee Shop inside a campus elevator, and our holiday card sale, our Tiniest Coffee Shop inside a campus elevator, and 
our elaborate launch parties, were born from student suggestions. I simply our elaborate launch parties, were born from student suggestions. I simply 
answered the call and tried to put details in motion, and to see the students’ answered the call and tried to put details in motion, and to see the students’ 
grinning faces when something they dreamed up came to fruition—I got grinning faces when something they dreamed up came to fruition—I got 
hooked. We may be a simple campus journal at a small Missouri university, hooked. We may be a simple campus journal at a small Missouri university, 
but it hasn’t felt that way. Our name but it hasn’t felt that way. Our name ReachReach, which our editor-in-chief Huey , which our editor-in-chief Huey 
came up with after Missouri Western adopted the Canvas learning software came up with after Missouri Western adopted the Canvas learning software 
and our name and our name CanvasCanvas became confusing, has so many wonderful connota- became confusing, has so many wonderful connota-
tions; not only has it represented our sincere belief in publishing a diverse tions; not only has it represented our sincere belief in publishing a diverse 
student body, but it also echoes the attitude I’ve seen over and over again in student body, but it also echoes the attitude I’ve seen over and over again in 
my students on staff, reaching for big ideas, believing in themselves and the my students on staff, reaching for big ideas, believing in themselves and the 
power of creativity in print, and letting themselves feel important and neces-power of creativity in print, and letting themselves feel important and neces-
sary in their roles as literary editors.sary in their roles as literary editors.

 I will miss this publication more than I even know. I can tell because, as  I will miss this publication more than I even know. I can tell because, as 
I read through these pages, new feelings of sadness and longing wash over I read through these pages, new feelings of sadness and longing wash over 
me. I’m so grateful to Caitlin Dillon, our designers, and the rest of our wonder-me. I’m so grateful to Caitlin Dillon, our designers, and the rest of our wonder-
ful staff for finishing strong. It’s one more sign that, as I grieve the elimination ful staff for finishing strong. It’s one more sign that, as I grieve the elimination 
of all we’ve built, my students lead me along, giving me hope and showing yet of all we’ve built, my students lead me along, giving me hope and showing yet 
again how truly talented they are.again how truly talented they are.
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And to everyone who's helped 
make Reach what it is...
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Thank you.
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Contributor Bios and Cover Art

Cover ArtCover Art

Rachael Eshnaur-DrenckpohlRachael Eshnaur-Drenckpohl is currently a senior at MWSU, where she is  is currently a senior at MWSU, where she is 
majoring in English: creative writing and publishing. After graduation, she will majoring in English: creative writing and publishing. After graduation, she will 
pursue a graduate degree in English. Rachael is an advocate for people who are pursue a graduate degree in English. Rachael is an advocate for people who are 
marginalized and under-represented, and her work aims to give people of every marginalized and under-represented, and her work aims to give people of every 
gender, race, sexual orientation, age, and nationality equal representation. In her gender, race, sexual orientation, age, and nationality equal representation. In her 
spare time, she loves to read books that challenge her understanding of the world spare time, she loves to read books that challenge her understanding of the world 
around her. around her. 

ContributorsContributors

Marissa BaughMarissa Baugh is from Rushville, Missouri. She attended Missouri Western for  is from Rushville, Missouri. She attended Missouri Western for 
two years before transferring to Missouri Southern State University in Joplin to two years before transferring to Missouri Southern State University in Joplin to 
pursue a bachelor’s degree in English: literary studies. She will graduate in the pursue a bachelor’s degree in English: literary studies. She will graduate in the 
spring of 2022, after which she plans to attend graduate school at Kansas State spring of 2022, after which she plans to attend graduate school at Kansas State 
University and earn a Master of Arts in teaching.University and earn a Master of Arts in teaching.

Mikayla BertelsMikayla Bertels is a senior graphic design major. She originally started out in art  is a senior graphic design major. She originally started out in art 
education, but during her sophomore year she decided to switch to graphic de-education, but during her sophomore year she decided to switch to graphic de-
sign. Although she does love working on the computer with graphics, her favorite sign. Although she does love working on the computer with graphics, her favorite 
thing to do is paint. After this semester she plans on working in advertisement.thing to do is paint. After this semester she plans on working in advertisement.

Elizabeth Comella Elizabeth Comella is a senior at Missouri Western, and she’s a biology educa-is a senior at Missouri Western, and she’s a biology educa-
tion major. She plans on teaching high school biology in the area after graduation. tion major. She plans on teaching high school biology in the area after graduation. 
She likes fantasy authors especially Neil Gaiman and Terry Pratchett. This is her She likes fantasy authors especially Neil Gaiman and Terry Pratchett. This is her 
first published work.first published work.

Heather DaughertyHeather Daugherty is assistant director of  is assistant director of The GriffonThe Griffon Yearbook, assistant  Yearbook, assistant 
Lifestyles director of Lifestyles director of The Griffon NewsThe Griffon News, and lead designer of , and lead designer of ReachReach. She’s gradu-. She’s gradu-
ating in Spring 2021 with a BA in English with a concentration in creative writing ating in Spring 2021 with a BA in English with a concentration in creative writing 
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and publishing. She was published in Canvas 2017 and and publishing. She was published in Canvas 2017 and ReachReach 2019 for poetry and  2019 for poetry and 
short story.short story.

Anne DaviesAnne Davies is a recent graduate from Missouri Western State University  is a recent graduate from Missouri Western State University 
(MWSU). Published last year for her artwork, these will be her first published po-(MWSU). Published last year for her artwork, these will be her first published po-
ems. Working hard at being a retiree, Anne is focusing on writing poems, short sto-ems. Working hard at being a retiree, Anne is focusing on writing poems, short sto-
ries (with a British slant), and art dabbling in her studio. She participates in open ries (with a British slant), and art dabbling in her studio. She participates in open 
mic events in St. Joseph and enjoys the company of her animal menagerie and mic events in St. Joseph and enjoys the company of her animal menagerie and 
keeping up to date with the lives of her three fabulous children.keeping up to date with the lives of her three fabulous children.

Adrian DodsonAdrian Dodson has been a student at Missouri Western for the past two years  has been a student at Missouri Western for the past two years 
and is graduating this May. This is the first time Adrian has gotten a story pub-and is graduating this May. This is the first time Adrian has gotten a story pub-
lished. He has also started submitting some stories to dramatic readers on sites lished. He has also started submitting some stories to dramatic readers on sites 
like YouTube, since he figures he can use their audience's reactions to see his like YouTube, since he figures he can use their audience's reactions to see his 
strengths and how he can improve. Adrian’s preferred literary genre is fictional strengths and how he can improve. Adrian’s preferred literary genre is fictional 
short stories and, while this one is more domestic, he prefers writing ghost stories. short stories and, while this one is more domestic, he prefers writing ghost stories. 
He plans on writing more long-form literature in the future, though for now, he is He plans on writing more long-form literature in the future, though for now, he is 
focusing on short stories.focusing on short stories.

Shelby EblingShelby Ebling is a senior at MWSU and will be graduating in May 2021 with a  is a senior at MWSU and will be graduating in May 2021 with a 
degree in graphic design. This will be her first time being published in degree in graphic design. This will be her first time being published in ReachReach. Her . Her 
favorite projects to design are branding and logos. She also enjoys painting land-favorite projects to design are branding and logos. She also enjoys painting land-
scapes with acrylic and knitting in her spare time. However, she is also open to ex-scapes with acrylic and knitting in her spare time. However, she is also open to ex-
perimenting with other art mediums when given the chance. After she graduates, perimenting with other art mediums when given the chance. After she graduates, 
Shelby plans to get a job in either a design agency or in advertisement. She also Shelby plans to get a job in either a design agency or in advertisement. She also 
plans on creating a small online store to sell her designs and creations to others.plans on creating a small online store to sell her designs and creations to others.

Dana EplettDana Eplett is a junior majoring in digital animation. Her social media accounts  is a junior majoring in digital animation. Her social media accounts 
are on TikTok, Instagram, and Redbubble, all under Elfvamp. Her art goal is to be-are on TikTok, Instagram, and Redbubble, all under Elfvamp. Her art goal is to be-
come a 3D artist for video games.come a 3D artist for video games.

Nikki CollinsNikki Collins is an undergraduate at Louisiana State University. She transferred  is an undergraduate at Louisiana State University. She transferred 
from Missouri Western State University in fall 2020 for her senior year. She will from Missouri Western State University in fall 2020 for her senior year. She will 
graduate with a bachelor’s degree in creative writing in fall 2021. This is her sev-graduate with a bachelor’s degree in creative writing in fall 2021. This is her sev-
enth publication. She is currently working on her novel and plans to have it pub-enth publication. She is currently working on her novel and plans to have it pub-
lished by the end of 2022.lished by the end of 2022.
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Dayne HarmanDayne Harman is a junior at MWSU. He is a ceramic artist and president of the  is a junior at MWSU. He is a ceramic artist and president of the 
MWSU Clay Guild. His work is primarily wheel-thrown porcelain-fired with mid-MWSU Clay Guild. His work is primarily wheel-thrown porcelain-fired with mid-
range glazes. Much of Dayne’s inspiration comes from the work of ceramic artists range glazes. Much of Dayne’s inspiration comes from the work of ceramic artists 
Hsin-Chuen Lin and Sondra Elder. While most of his effort is spent on ceramics, Hsin-Chuen Lin and Sondra Elder. While most of his effort is spent on ceramics, 
he is a studio art major who practices drawing, painting, printmaking, and graphic he is a studio art major who practices drawing, painting, printmaking, and graphic 
design. design. 

Mariam HessMariam Hess is a poet, writer, and wife. Her work has been featured in  is a poet, writer, and wife. Her work has been featured in The 30 The 30 
North Literary Review, CanvasNorth Literary Review, Canvas, and the , and the Griffon NewsGriffon News. She worked on the staff . She worked on the staff 
of of CanvasCanvas and  and ReachReach from the spring of 2017 until her graduation from MWSU  from the spring of 2017 until her graduation from MWSU 
in 2018 with a bachelor›s degree in English: creative writing. Mariam is currently in 2018 with a bachelor›s degree in English: creative writing. Mariam is currently 
polishing a piece of grimdark fantasy between poems, and she hopes to enter an polishing a piece of grimdark fantasy between poems, and she hopes to enter an 
MFA program one day to further improve her work. She lives in the countryside MFA program one day to further improve her work. She lives in the countryside 
with a dog, three cats, and her husband, Jeremy.with a dog, three cats, and her husband, Jeremy.

Summer Kenney Summer Kenney has always had a penchant for storytelling. Growing up, her has always had a penchant for storytelling. Growing up, her 
mother and grandparents would often entertain her with long, mesmerizing mother and grandparents would often entertain her with long, mesmerizing 
creative fiction of their own making. It was a natural transition to begin crafting her creative fiction of their own making. It was a natural transition to begin crafting her 
own stories as soon as she learned to write. Having worked as a childbirth doula for own stories as soon as she learned to write. Having worked as a childbirth doula for 
over a decade she especially enjoys writing about the mystery and beauty of child-over a decade she especially enjoys writing about the mystery and beauty of child-
birth. Summer has three delightful children of her own and she has gone back to birth. Summer has three delightful children of her own and she has gone back to 
school to pursue a career in environmental law.school to pursue a career in environmental law.

Annastazhya LackAnnastazhya Lack is an artist by heart. Her favorite medium is oil paint, though  is an artist by heart. Her favorite medium is oil paint, though 
she uses acrylic the most. She also paints her face with makeup and does some she uses acrylic the most. She also paints her face with makeup and does some 
wild looks. When using acrylic paints, Annastazhya chooses a more anime style. wild looks. When using acrylic paints, Annastazhya chooses a more anime style. 
For oil, she likes to stick with realism. She also does digital artwork, but tends to For oil, she likes to stick with realism. She also does digital artwork, but tends to 
stay away from it since she is not that skilled in it yet. Annastazhya was born in Mis-stay away from it since she is not that skilled in it yet. Annastazhya was born in Mis-
souri and raised in St. Joseph and California. When she attended school in Califor-souri and raised in St. Joseph and California. When she attended school in Califor-
nia, she had some wonderful art teachers that inspired her. Annastazhya believes nia, she had some wonderful art teachers that inspired her. Annastazhya believes 
there will always be room to grow. She has loved art for as long as she can remem-there will always be room to grow. She has loved art for as long as she can remem-
ber and the older she gets, the more her love and passion grows. She hopes that ber and the older she gets, the more her love and passion grows. She hopes that 
one day people will see her art and feel the meaning, inspiration, and love behind one day people will see her art and feel the meaning, inspiration, and love behind 
it.it.
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Gwen LackGwen Lack is a nontraditional student who loves squirrels and long walks in the  is a nontraditional student who loves squirrels and long walks in the 
woods. She has had two essays published in woods. She has had two essays published in Discovering the Student, Discovering Discovering the Student, Discovering 
the Selfthe Self, two poems published in , two poems published in OtisNebula.comOtisNebula.com, one flash fiction piece pub-, one flash fiction piece pub-
lished in lished in ReachReach, and one short story published in , and one short story published in Pleaseseeme.comPleaseseeme.com. She loves . She loves 
the writing and publishing world so much that, with a group of close friends, she is the writing and publishing world so much that, with a group of close friends, she is 
starting her own online journal called starting her own online journal called The Void of the UnderdogThe Void of the Underdog..

Lory Lacy Lory Lacy is a poet.is a poet.

Brooklyn Lance Brooklyn Lance is a Missouri Western alum with a bachelor’s degree in English. is a Missouri Western alum with a bachelor’s degree in English. 
During her time at Missouri Western, she worked as a writing tutor. Brooklyn is now During her time at Missouri Western, she worked as a writing tutor. Brooklyn is now 
searching for positions that will help her continue growing these skills. She often searching for positions that will help her continue growing these skills. She often 
writes poetry that combines serious issues with her quirky humor because she writes poetry that combines serious issues with her quirky humor because she 
believes laughter is the best medicine. Except for Tylenol. When she is not writing believes laughter is the best medicine. Except for Tylenol. When she is not writing 
or reading, Brooklyn enjoys volunteering, spending time with her family, and play-or reading, Brooklyn enjoys volunteering, spending time with her family, and play-
ing with her brother’s dog, Jaxx. Her work has been featured in the 2020 edition of ing with her brother’s dog, Jaxx. Her work has been featured in the 2020 edition of 
ReachReach..

  

Jonathan LoeschJonathan Loesch was previously taking graduate courses at MWSU. He enjoys  was previously taking graduate courses at MWSU. He enjoys 
working in collage and photography. He has been an elementary art teacher for working in collage and photography. He has been an elementary art teacher for 
more than 14 years.more than 14 years.

Etta J. MartinEtta J. Martin graduated from MWSU in the fall of 2016 with a Bachelor of Arts  graduated from MWSU in the fall of 2016 with a Bachelor of Arts 
degree in studio art (emphasis in photography). Her preferred creative genre is degree in studio art (emphasis in photography). Her preferred creative genre is 
photography. She is interested in the odd, curious, and dark aspects of everyday photography. She is interested in the odd, curious, and dark aspects of everyday 
life. We are all born with a certain unknown about us, and she likes to explore that. life. We are all born with a certain unknown about us, and she likes to explore that. 
Her work is intended to be open to interpretation, to make the viewer think about Her work is intended to be open to interpretation, to make the viewer think about 
the purpose behind her work and to create emotion in the viewer, whether that the purpose behind her work and to create emotion in the viewer, whether that 
emotion is happiness or disgust or just general uneasiness and curiosity. Her work emotion is happiness or disgust or just general uneasiness and curiosity. Her work 
is mostly made in digital photography, although she does often dabble in film and is mostly made in digital photography, although she does often dabble in film and 
pinhole photography. She draws much of her inspiration from groundbreaking pinhole photography. She draws much of her inspiration from groundbreaking 
artists like Robert Mapplethorpe, Sally Mann, Francesca Woodman, and Richard artists like Robert Mapplethorpe, Sally Mann, Francesca Woodman, and Richard 
Avedon. She has been published in the Kansas City-based magazine Avedon. She has been published in the Kansas City-based magazine The HandThe Hand, , 
as well as as well as ArtAscentArtAscent, an art and literature journal, and , an art and literature journal, and LUXLUX, a fine art photography , a fine art photography 
journal. Currently, she is working full-time at Hy-Vee and honing her craft in her journal. Currently, she is working full-time at Hy-Vee and honing her craft in her 
spare time. She is in the middle of a new series called spare time. She is in the middle of a new series called UnapologeticUnapologetic that goes  that goes 
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through the process of accepting one’s body image and is hoping to have that through the process of accepting one’s body image and is hoping to have that 
series wrapped up by the end of the year. series wrapped up by the end of the year. 

Chastity McCourtChastity McCourt is an alumnus of MWSU with her BSW in social work and her  is an alumnus of MWSU with her BSW in social work and her 
BS in sociology. She was a first generation graduate in her family. She is currently a BS in sociology. She was a first generation graduate in her family. She is currently a 
Homeless Case Manager and her passion for the people serves as a muse to her Homeless Case Manager and her passion for the people serves as a muse to her 
art. When she’s not writing or working, she’s spending time with her amazing chil-art. When she’s not writing or working, she’s spending time with her amazing chil-
dren. She and her partner hope to open a homeless community that fits Maslow’s dren. She and her partner hope to open a homeless community that fits Maslow’s 
basic hierarchy of needs and supports inner growth. She loves all forms of genres basic hierarchy of needs and supports inner growth. She loves all forms of genres 
of art but prefers poetry and photography. She has prior publications in of art but prefers poetry and photography. She has prior publications in Canvas, Canvas, 
Pointed Circle, Reach,Pointed Circle, Reach, and  and HavikHavik literary journals.  literary journals. 

Maria MillsMaria Mills is a senior digital animation student at MWSU. She loves character  is a senior digital animation student at MWSU. She loves character 
design and storytelling through her art. design and storytelling through her art. Her strongest areas in the industry are Her strongest areas in the industry are 
storyboarding and visual development. Her goal is to become a concept artist. storyboarding and visual development. Her goal is to become a concept artist. 
She wants to help develop imaginative characters, beautiful scenes, and inspiring She wants to help develop imaginative characters, beautiful scenes, and inspiring 
stories for film, television, and/or games. She wants to become a part of a team stories for film, television, and/or games. She wants to become a part of a team 
that creates something amazing that will inspire the next generation of creators.that creates something amazing that will inspire the next generation of creators.

Madelyn O’ConnellMadelyn O’Connell is a junior at MWSU, majoring in art education, and minor- is a junior at MWSU, majoring in art education, and minor-
ing in digital animation. ing in digital animation. She has always had a passion for connecting to nature. She has always had a passion for connecting to nature. 
She often finds herself being able to accomplish that through her art and going on She often finds herself being able to accomplish that through her art and going on 
small strolls to snap photos of the wonders that surround us. She has been draw-small strolls to snap photos of the wonders that surround us. She has been draw-
ing since the moment she could pick up a pencil and hasn’t stopped, nor does she ing since the moment she could pick up a pencil and hasn’t stopped, nor does she 
plan to anytime soon. She wants to share this passion, not only of nature but also plan to anytime soon. She wants to share this passion, not only of nature but also 
of art, with others. That is part of the reason why she decided to major in art edu-of art, with others. That is part of the reason why she decided to major in art edu-
cation, so that she may instruct the next generation to have the confidence to ex-cation, so that she may instruct the next generation to have the confidence to ex-
press their emotions and passions. Art has the power to evoke feelings that words press their emotions and passions. Art has the power to evoke feelings that words 
can fail to describe, and she for one wants others to feel inspired and amazed by can fail to describe, and she for one wants others to feel inspired and amazed by 
what we often take for granted. She doesn’t particularly have a favorite creative what we often take for granted. She doesn’t particularly have a favorite creative 
medium, as she loves to experiment with all mediums, but she does like acrylic medium, as she loves to experiment with all mediums, but she does like acrylic 
paint and ink. In her spare time, she creates pet portraits and does commissions to paint and ink. In her spare time, she creates pet portraits and does commissions to 
help pay for college. In high school, she had the honor of being asked to illustrate help pay for college. In high school, she had the honor of being asked to illustrate 
the cover for the officially published book the cover for the officially published book PerspectivePerspective by Ashley Robinson. If you’re  by Ashley Robinson. If you’re 
interested in more of her work, you can visit interested in more of her work, you can visit https://www.facebook.com/MJOsCre-https://www.facebook.com/MJOsCre-
ations.ations.
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Chloe OylerChloe Oyler graduated from MWSU in fall 2019 with a BFA in studio art. Now she  graduated from MWSU in fall 2019 with a BFA in studio art. Now she 
is focusing on honing her style in oil painting. is focusing on honing her style in oil painting. 

Cameron RogersCameron Rogers is a queer poet currently based out of Colorado Springs,  is a queer poet currently based out of Colorado Springs, 
but he tends to go wherever the wind takes him. This is the fifth time he’s had the but he tends to go wherever the wind takes him. This is the fifth time he’s had the 
honor of his work appearing in honor of his work appearing in ReachReach. Maybe one of these years he’ll remember to . Maybe one of these years he’ll remember to 
submit to other places too. He would like to thank the Academy, the staff of submit to other places too. He would like to thank the Academy, the staff of ReachReach  
for this opportunity, and his husband Grady and furbabies Pyrrah and Rocket for for this opportunity, and his husband Grady and furbabies Pyrrah and Rocket for 
standing by him while his life literally falls apart around his ears. He also wants to standing by him while his life literally falls apart around his ears. He also wants to 
remind all the aspiring poets out there, paraphrasing the words of Auguste Gus-remind all the aspiring poets out there, paraphrasing the words of Auguste Gus-
teau from Disney’s Ratatouille, “anyone can write poetry.”teau from Disney’s Ratatouille, “anyone can write poetry.”

Dominick Reed Jr.Dominick Reed Jr. is currently a sophomore at MWSU and an English major  is currently a sophomore at MWSU and an English major 
with a concentration in creative writing and publishing. He was thrilled to become with a concentration in creative writing and publishing. He was thrilled to become 
a part of a part of ReachReach because he has never been published before. He is working to- because he has never been published before. He is working to-
wards his degree to become an editor for a publishing house. His writing includes wards his degree to become an editor for a publishing house. His writing includes 
contemporary poetry and high-fantasy literature. He is currently working on a contemporary poetry and high-fantasy literature. He is currently working on a 
fantasy novel that will be the first in a trilogy.fantasy novel that will be the first in a trilogy.

Erika Sandridge Erika Sandridge is an artist.is an artist.

Sheldon SmithSheldon Smith is a fifth-year super senior at MWSU. He plans to graduate in  is a fifth-year super senior at MWSU. He plans to graduate in 
spring 2021 and is pursuing a bachelor’s degree in English, with a concentration spring 2021 and is pursuing a bachelor’s degree in English, with a concentration 
in creative writing and publishing. He is also graduating with technical communi-in creative writing and publishing. He is also graduating with technical communi-
cation and digital animation minors. He has previously been published in cation and digital animation minors. He has previously been published in ReachReach, , 
and his preferred creative genres are poetry and fiction. He is currently interning and his preferred creative genres are poetry and fiction. He is currently interning 
at Altec Industries in their marketing department and is unsure whether or not he at Altec Industries in their marketing department and is unsure whether or not he 
will go to graduate school.will go to graduate school.

Abi StokesAbi Stokes is in her third year at MWSU. She is majoring in digital animation  is in her third year at MWSU. She is majoring in digital animation 
and minoring in illustration. While not officially a ceramics minor, she is taking all and minoring in illustration. While not officially a ceramics minor, she is taking all 
the classes for one. Her favorite things to create are cartoons of adventures with the classes for one. Her favorite things to create are cartoons of adventures with 
friends and cat-related mugs. While she will be creating art for the rest of her life, friends and cat-related mugs. While she will be creating art for the rest of her life, 
her career plans for after graduation aren’t necessarily art-related. Most teachers her career plans for after graduation aren’t necessarily art-related. Most teachers 
have told her that if her job is something she loves she’ll never work a day in her have told her that if her job is something she loves she’ll never work a day in her 
life. That might be true, but she doesn’t want creating art to turn into something life. That might be true, but she doesn’t want creating art to turn into something 
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she has to do instead of something she wants to do. So she doesn’t really know she has to do instead of something she wants to do. So she doesn’t really know 
what she’ll do after graduation, but she thinks she’ll be happy as long as she has what she’ll do after graduation, but she thinks she’ll be happy as long as she has 
her cat and her friends.her cat and her friends.

Darius WallisDarius Wallis is a sophomore at MWSU majoring in creative writing and poetry.  is a sophomore at MWSU majoring in creative writing and poetry. 
He is planning to go further into exercise science and help victims of eating disor-He is planning to go further into exercise science and help victims of eating disor-
ders through functional counseling. He started writing in elementary school and ders through functional counseling. He started writing in elementary school and 
grew a larger love for poetry from his high school English teacher, Ms. Meyers. grew a larger love for poetry from his high school English teacher, Ms. Meyers. 

Teghan WilsonTeghan Wilson is a part-time student, part-time creator, and full-time eclectic.  is a part-time student, part-time creator, and full-time eclectic. 
Working towards a biology degree at MWSU after graduating from Metropolitan Working towards a biology degree at MWSU after graduating from Metropolitan 
Community College with an Associate of Arts, she’s often quite busy but always Community College with an Associate of Arts, she’s often quite busy but always 
tries to find time for art. Her creative pursuits include just about anything she tries to find time for art. Her creative pursuits include just about anything she 
can get her hands on, pencil, paint, stylus, clay, fabric, or makeup; none of it has can get her hands on, pencil, paint, stylus, clay, fabric, or makeup; none of it has 
gone untried. These works have been displayed at many local art shows and fairs, gone untried. These works have been displayed at many local art shows and fairs, 
of which many she organized herself. She also quite enjoys poetry and prose to of which many she organized herself. She also quite enjoys poetry and prose to 
express herself as well as tell stories that range from fantastical to horrific. Her express herself as well as tell stories that range from fantastical to horrific. Her 
short stories have been published in small collaborations, and she has performed short stories have been published in small collaborations, and she has performed 
poetry over the radio. When she’s not pursuing one of her many hobbies, she can poetry over the radio. When she’s not pursuing one of her many hobbies, she can 
be found making tea, tending her succulents, playing the occasional video game, be found making tea, tending her succulents, playing the occasional video game, 
or daydreaming about the perfect scene to go with one of her many playlists. She or daydreaming about the perfect scene to go with one of her many playlists. She 
hopes to one day integrate her love of natural science and art into a career, or at hopes to one day integrate her love of natural science and art into a career, or at 
least keep one of the two as a hobby.least keep one of the two as a hobby.

Stephanie WrightStephanie Wright is a painting major at MWSU.  is a painting major at MWSU. ReachReach is her second publica- is her second publica-
tion of her artwork. During the summer she was able to go on a road trip vacation tion of her artwork. During the summer she was able to go on a road trip vacation 
to Yellowstone. She had never been before and this painting was in memory of a to Yellowstone. She had never been before and this painting was in memory of a 
great adventure. “Yellowstone: Sulfur Flats” is an acrylic on canvas painting done great adventure. “Yellowstone: Sulfur Flats” is an acrylic on canvas painting done 
primarily in line to create the painting, which was a new and interesting challenge primarily in line to create the painting, which was a new and interesting challenge 
for her, one that was very enjoyable. Her plans are to someday open a wine and for her, one that was very enjoyable. Her plans are to someday open a wine and 
paint party business bringing an activity found in bigger cities to the smaller areas paint party business bringing an activity found in bigger cities to the smaller areas 
surrounding her home in Trenton, Missouri.surrounding her home in Trenton, Missouri.
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